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Task
Grand Central Dispatch (GCD) provides modern applications an easy to use abstraction for task level parallelism:
blocks and dispatch queues. Its implementation is based on
threads and scheduler activations offered by the operating
system.
The goal of this diploma thesis is to port a GCD implementation to the Fiasco.OC microkernel and L4Re operating
system and show how applications may benefit from blocks
and dispatch queues.
For the latter, a complex application with intrinsic dynamic
parallelism such as a database or a network stack should
be adjusted to make use of the GCD provided mechanisms
and evaluated against the base implementation that does
not expose this knowledge about fine grain parallelism to
the underlying runtime and operating system.
From the results of this analysis, the thesis shall explore
the potential for close interaction between applications and
scheduling, such as integrating blocks and queues as first
class scheduling primitives in the kernel.
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1. Introduction
Multithreading, that is the use of multiple independent flows of execution within a
single task, has a long-standing tradition in computing. Although standard systems
have supported multi-threading for decades, it was of minor importance for average
application developers because commodity hardware usually had just a single CPU.
Back then threads were used to improve the responsiveness of the system rather than its
performance. The main exception was the field of high-performance computing (HPC)
with its powerful multi-processor systems where experienced experts strived to develop
programs that deliver utmost performance. These programs were optimized for and run
on specific, well-known machines. Nowadays this situation has changed.
Multi-Core CPUs In accordance with Moore’s Law, the complexity of integrated
circuits has been doubling approximately every 18 months since the 1950s [Moo65;
Mol06]. For almost four decades this increase (or rather the corresponding decrease in
feature size) directly translated into a higher clock rate of the CPU. Thus all programs
benefited immediately from new hardware without any need for adoption. But higher
clock rates come with higher thermal losses, so this development was bound to grind
to a halt sooner or later—a phenomenon also known as “hitting the power wall”. And
indeed, in recent years we saw an increase in the number of processing cores instead of
ever higher clock rates [Sut05].
With the advent of multi-core CPUs in consumer hardware down to small-sized, mobile
computers (better known as smartphones and tablets), multi-threading has finally entered
the world of everyday computing devices. Of course, multiple tasks running on a single
machine will still benefit from additional CPU cores as each test may be run on a
dedicated core. Developers, who want a single application to exploit the full power of
this modern hardware, however, are now forced to enter into the indeterministic world
of task-level parallelism [Sut05].
Traditional Multi-Threading While there are multiple, readily available technologies to
introduce task-level parallelism (see section 2.2), handling concurrency correctly is not an
easy task at all. Even established experts sometimes fail to meet its challenges [Lee06]:
“The portion of the kernel that ensured a consistent view of the program
structure was written in early 2000, design reviewed to yellow, and code
reviewed to green. The reviewers included concurrency experts, not just
inexperienced graduate students (Christopher Hylands (now Brooks), Bart
Kienhuis, John Reekie, and myself were all reviewers). We wrote regression
tests that achieved 100 percent code coverage. The nightly build and regression tests ran on a two processor SMP machine, which exhibited different
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thread behavior than the development machines, which all had a single
processor. The Ptolemy II system itself began to be widely used, and every
use of the system exercised this code. No problems were observed until the
code deadlocked on April 26, 2004, four years later.”
However, this is not only about correctness. As stated by Amdahl’s Law [Amd67] the
non-parallel parts of an application limit its potential performance gain from additional
CPU cores. Thus inherent concurrency should be exposed to the system by explicitly
executing code in multiple threads. Unfortunately, there are two major drawbacks: First,
the developer is required to split up the workload, divide it among available threads
and take care of the necessary synchronization. Second, he needs to ensure the “right”
number of threads is used at all times. Alas, that optimum depends heavily on both
the hardware as well as the current load of the system. While an insufficient number of
threads will leave CPUs idle, too many will impose extra scheduling and synchronization
overhead.
How is an application developer supposed to handle this complexity? Lee advocates a
radically changed approach toward concurrency to address this problem [Lee06]:
“Threads must be relegated to the engine room of computing, to be suffered
only by expert technology providers.”
Operating System Perspective Not only application developers who have to cope
with dramatic hardware changes, but operating systems are facing new challenges as
well: On the one hand the operating system is expected to provide applications with all
the processing power the underlying hardware has to offer, on the other hand, energy
consumption gets more and more important.
Especially mobile devices are pushed hard to use their limited battery power as
economically as possible. Because of that, these systems have started to incorporate
various kinds of specialized, highly efficient processors besides the CPU: A GPU for
graphics and video processing is a standard component in today’s mobile devices as
is a DSP for mobile network communication and telephony. This conglomeration of
specialized processors is referred to as heterogeneous computing and can be taken to
extreme levels by utilizing FPGAs, which allow for dynamic reconfiguration at runtime
according to the software’s current requirements [Bro+10; Bur+97]. In order to make
best use of this variety of processors the system’s scheduler needs as much information
as possible about the inherent concurrency of the tasks it has to manage.
Grand Central Dispatch Grand Central Dispatch (GCD) is a concurrency library that
tries to shift the management of threads from the application developer to the operating
system, thus complying with Lee’s previously cited postulation. The operating system
inherently possesses much more information about the hardware and the current load
situation than any single user application possibly could. In addition, operating system
developers are likely to have much more experience with concurrent programming than
the average application developer. With GCD developers no longer orchestrate threads
manually, instead they just split their application into small pieces of work and hand
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these over to the library for execution. All the tedious chores of thread management and
load balancing are taken care of by the library. Close collaboration with the scheduler of
the system allows for dynamic adaptation of used threads during runtime according to
overall system load.
As the effort to express concurrency in terms of GCD’s queue concept is significantly
smaller then handling threads directly, developers are more likely to expose inherent
parallelism in their applications to the operating system. Block literals, a related
technology that introduces anonymous functions into the family of C languages, make
the required split up of the application even more convenient and thus encourage
the developer to create smaller blocks (quiet literally) of concurrently executing code,
which would otherwise have been run in sequence. Although the resulting performance
improvement for a single piece of code that has been parallelized this way may be
small, according to Amdahl’s Law, the overall effect of reducing the serial portion of an
application can have significant impact.

1.1. Objectives and Structure of this Work
The main objective of my thesis is to port GCD and the closely related Blocks to the L4
runtime environment (L4Re) with the underlying Fiasco.OC microkernel. Once these
technologies are available on L4Re, I want to give a first impression of GCD’s suitability
for practical use as well as an assessment of its overall performance.
Although Fiasco.OC provides native threads and L4Re comes with an implementation
of the standard POSIX Threads (PThreads) library, development of multi-threaded
applications with these low-level instruments is inherently difficult and error-prone. I
expect that GCD with its intuitive interface centered around Dispatch Queues will
not only lower the entry barriers for newcomers to the field of concurrency but also
encourage overall adoption of parallel programming: Dispatching a Block to one of
GCD’s Concurrent Queues is undoubtedly much more convenient than to create a set of
threads and the subsequently arrange for the distribution of work and data. The same
line of argumentation is valid for synchronization issues. Chapter 2 introduces all these
concepts in proper detail and also provides a brief overview of common techniques—both
traditional and novel—to establish task-level concurrency.
GCD and its supporting libraries are available as GNU/Linux versions, which I
used as the starting point for my own work. In chapter 3 I will discuss the inner
workings of these libraries in greater detail before I subsequently present my L4Re
implementations, the changes I had to make during the porting process and my reasons
for doing so.
Due to the additional layers of abstraction the comforts that GCD provides will
probably have to be paid for with performance losses in comparison to the use of
traditional threads. On the other hand, GCD may well lead to a performance improvement
when previously sequential parts of an application are parallelized. In an effort to
investigate these contradicting assumptions and, furthermore, assess the magnitude
of the effects, I conducted a series of measurements. For these, I took two existing
applications built on PThreads and remodeled them to use GCD instead. Chapter 4
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describes this transformation process: Starting with the troubles of finding appropriate
applications, to the problems I encountered during the remodeling and lessons learned
over its course.
After the remodeling was complete, I benchmarked both versions of the applications,
so as to use the differences in their respective runtimes as a first indication of the
implications GCD has on performance. These measurements are the subject of chapter 5,
which additionally discusses other important non-functional effects of GCD, such as the
library’s influence on the code base of an application that is built on top of it.
Finally, chapter 6 concludes this thesis with a summary and a few ideas about possible
enhancements of the current GCD infrastructure on L4Re and other follow-up projects
that could be arising from this work.
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2. Background
This chapter discusses related work and introduces all the background information that is
necessary to follow this thesis. First, I will very briefly describe the concept of microkernels
and the platform this work is based on, which consists of Fiasco.OC and L4Re. After
an overview of the common technologies used to express parallelism in applications, I
present GCD and the closely related Block literals as an alternative approach to the
direct use of threads to express concurrency. The chapter closes with a short exploration
of the technologies GCD is built on—namely KQueue and PThread-Workqueue.

2.1. Fiasco.OC and L4Re
The traditional approach in operating system design is to have a so-called monolithic
kernel that provides a multitude of services to user-space applications. To do so, the
kernel must include non-essential code such as device drivers, file systems, network stacks,
and so on. In order to protect the kernel from malicious requests, user applications can
invoke the kernel only through specified, well-defined access points known as system
calls. System calls are an interface about as low-level as can be, however, which makes
them cumbersome to use directly. That is why system calls are usually wrapped within
library functions that provide much easier access.
All common operating systems (Windows, GNU/Linux, Mac OS X, BSD . . .) use this
scheme, but it has its downsides as well. The various components of a monolithic kernel
share a single protection domain; therefore an error in one component may easily spread
to other parts of the kernel and can thus compromise the whole system. Especially
device drivers, which constitute a major part of code in monolithic kernels, are known to
be error prone [Cho+01].

2.1.1. Microkernels
In contrast to monolithic kernels microkernels follow the paradigm of minimalism in
order to reduce the complexity of their code base and thus the possibility of errors.
An ideal microkernel has no built-in policies and comprises only functionality that is
impossible to implement in user space or when doing so would severely degrade the
system’s performance. Therefore the L4 family of microkernels limits itself to three basic
mechanisms [Lie96]:
Task/Address Space Isolation and resource management
Thread Independent flow of control within an address space
IPC Communication and synchronization between threads
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2.1.2. Fiasco.OC
Fiasco.OC [Dreb; LW09], a microkernel developed at TU Dresden, descends from the L4
line but introduces a capability system to implement a local naming scheme. This change
allows for improved control over the communication among system components and also
reduces the kernel interface drastically to only a single system call—the invocation of a
capability. Fiasco.OC provides full support for multi-processor systems and hardwareassisted virtualization.

2.1.3. L4Re
As already pointed out, direct interaction with a kernel is very tedious and this is even
truer for a microkernel with its very limited set of features. Because of that, Fiasco.OC
comes with the L4 runtime environment (L4Re) [Drea], a base system that provides
services on a much higher level of abstraction than the microkernel itself, such as loading
and running executables. Nevertheless, the system avoids central servers in favor of tasklocal implementations of services. L4Re also contains standard programming libraries
such as uClibc, the C++ STL and most notably PThreads.

2.2. Exploiting Parallelism in Tasks
Today, the most common way to introduce task-level parallelism into an application
is through the use of threads. Threads are provided by the kernel of the underlying
operating system and represent independent flows of control inside an address space. The
memory shared by all the threads of a single task serves as a medium for communication.
Whereas this shared memory is immediately available for direct use by all threads,
accesses to this common resource must be properly synchronized in order to prevent data
inconsistencies. On this account, all the technologies I present in this section provide
synchronization mechanisms. Still, it is up to the application developer to actually
use those mechanisms and to use them wisely: Insufficient synchronization, on the one
hand, will lead to bugs, namely race conditions, that are very hard to locate due to
their indeterministic nature. Excessive synchronization, on the other hand, imposes
unnecessary overhead and may severely degrade performance.
In the next sections I will briefly present some common mechanism for introducing
threads into an application. However, the following topics are not addressed:
Non-imperative programming languages Many declarative programming languages—
for example functional languages such as Haskell and Erlang—do not allow functions to have side effects or depend on state outside of the function itself. Instead,
these languages’ functions are similar to mathematical functions and represent a
fixed mapping from a set of input parameters to an output. This property (known
as referential transparency) guarantees that all data dependencies are explicit in
the parameters and in the return value of the application’s functions. There is no
need to synchronize access to shared data simply because there is no shared data,
which simplifies (automatic) parallelization tremendously.
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Non-kernel threads Threads that are implemented on top of a single kernel or hardware
thread do not add any concurrency to the application. Implementations of this
type have to rely on the cooperation of all threads involved. Without access
to the kernel mode of the CPU, they must resort to non-preemptive scheduling
mechanisms. Commonly used names are “user mode threads”, “light-weight
processes” or “fibers”.
Parallelism above task level A typical approach to introduce concurrency into an application is splitting it into multiple tasks. For example, the use of a master–slave
model allows a central master task to distribute work to a (possibly dynamic)
number of slave tasks. Each slave task will carry out the work assigned to it and
provide the master with the results.
Another example is pipelining, which is very typical of UNIX systems, where the
output of one task serves as input for another. This continues for a number of
stages that together implement some complex processing scheme. The popular
MPI protocol also falls into this category as it addresses parallelism on a much
larger scale than a single task or even a single machine.
Parallelism at instruction level State-of-the-art CPUs usually provide a set of SIMD
operations that process multiple pieces of data at the same time, such as the
various streaming SIMD extensions (SSE) of the x86 architecture. A compiler
that supports automatic vectorization, for example, can perform loop unrolling in
combination with the SIMD operations available in modern processors [LCD91].
Although each of the aforementioned approaches has pros and cons of its own, a detailed
discussion is outside the scope of this thesis. Instead, I will focus on the type of task-level
concurrency that is implemented with C or C++, the prevalent languages in Fiasco.OC
and L4Re.

2.2.1. Modularization
The by far most intuitive approach to manage threads in an application is modularization.
Multiple threads within a single task can be used the same way as multiple tasks, for
example to implement a master–slave model. The major difference is the address space
shared among all threads—with all its merits and problems. Strict modularization limits
the interaction between the threads of an application and less interaction means less
need for synchronization. This, in turn, limits the program’s complexity and simplifies
both development and maintenance.
The downside of modularization is its coarseness: Because this design restricts interaction among threads, additional threads will usually only be created to handle larger
pieces of work, not supposedly small processing tasks. However, these smaller tasks can
add up to a significant workload and may very well run in parallel, assuming that they
are independent of each other.
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2.2.2. Libraries
There are multiple libraries that provide access to threads on very different levels of
abstraction. I will briefly discuss the more common ones available for use with C or C++.
2.2.2.1. POSIX Threads
The PThreads library stands out because it is part of the POSIX standard (POSIX
Threads Extension 1 ) [Gro08] and therefore in widespread use. In POSIX-compliant
systems it is typically the most basic threading library and often provides the only means
to handle threads in applications written in C or C++, prior to C++11 (see section 2.2.3)
that is. It is noteworthy that L4Re, too, supports PThreads.
The PThreads library is very low-level and operates on single threads, which are
created (pthread_create) or terminated (pthread_exit, pthread_cancel) by the available
management functions. The developer can also manipulate the scheduling policies and
priorities (pthread_setschedparam) applied to each thread.
Synchronization A thread can wait for the termination of another thread (pthread_join)
or rendezvous with a specified number of threads at a barrier (pthread_barrier_t). The
latter means that upon reaching the barrier the threads wait until the specified number of threads has arrived at this point. Only then all involved threads will resume
execution.
Of course, there are also classical locks, spin locks (pthread_spinlock_t) or mutexes
(pthread_mutex_t), as well as the more potent reader–writer locks (pthread_rwlock_t). Although semaphores (sem_t) are not strictly a part of PThreads, they are available with the
POSIX Realtime Extension. Yet another option are condition variables (pthread_cond_t)
that allow a thread to wait for an event explicitly signaled by another thread through
said variable. Therefore condition variables are a means to express dependencies between
threads or rather between the actions they perform.
To help developers in handling shared memory, PThreads offer thread-local storage
(pthread_key_t). Each thread gets its own private version of such data; actions of one
thread on “its” instance of the data does not affect other threads’ versions of the data in
any way. Last but not least, there is a mechanism for initialization purposes (pthread_once)
that allows to execute a given function once (and only once!) during the runtime of an
application.
2.2.2.2. Intel Threading Building Blocks
Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB) [Cor] is a high-level C++ library for task
parallelism that was first published by Intel in 2006. It is available for all major
operating systems and written entirely in standard C++, making heavy use of template
code.
1

Some of the mechanism described in this section are only available if the PThreads implementation in
question supports the Realtime Threads and Advanced Realtime Threads options, which is usually the
case nowadays.
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TBB is based on the concept of non-preemptive user-level threads, called Tasks 2 that
run on top of the native threads provided by the operating system. Task graphs are used
to specify dependencies between the individual Tasks. New Tasks are created from a
function, a functor object or a C++11 lambda expression. Alternatively, a user-defined
class may directly extend the task class and override its abstract execute method.
The Task scheduler runs Tasks using threads of the operating system and in the
process balances the load across all available CPU cores. Various parameters of a
Task, for example its priority or the affinity to a particular worker thread, can be
customized. Although developers may directly spawn and manage Tasks and Task graphs
in this manner, TBB provides a more convenient alternative method in form of assorted
concurrent algorithms: function templates (parallel_for, parallel_sort, parallel_reduce,
. . .) that handle all necessary routine work and conceal the full complexity of the Task
scheduler.
Native threads of the underlying operating system are accessible via a platformindependent interface (thread) and can safely be mixed with Tasks. The documentation
recommends using them whenever operations are expected to block often; input–output
operations for example. As Tasks, by design, cannot be preempted, any blocking
operation would stall the thread the affected Task runs on.
Synchronization Task graphs are the basic means of synchronization in TBB but the
library also comes with traditional locking mechanisms—simple lock (mutex), spinlock
(spin_mutex), reader–writer lock (*_rw_mutex). For the sake of compatibility with older
compilers, it even reimplements a limited subset of the condition variables and scoped
locking of C++11 (see also section 2.2.3 on page 17). In addition, there are enhanced
versions of the simple locks, such as a recursive lock (recursive_mutex) that may be locked
multiple times by a single thread or a lock that guarantees fairness (queuing_mutex). However, explicit locking is discouraged, as explained in the previous paragraph. Therefore, a
special template class (atomic) provides an easy way to upgrade any integral, enumeration
or pointer type with atomic operations. These enhanced data types can be used to
implement lock-free synchronization schemes.
Task groups represent a number of Tasks that run in parallel. The application may dynamically add new Tasks to a group or wait for the completion of all Tasks associated with
a given group. Additionally TBB offers thread-safe container classes (concurrent_hash_map,
concurrent_vector, concurrent_queue) and classes for thread-local storage.
2.2.2.3. Open MP
Open Multi-Processing (Open MP) [ARB11], a concurrency API first published in 1997,
does not quite fit the pattern of libraries I present in this section because it is not a
standalone library but requires compiler support. However, all major compilers (except
Clang) come with Open MP support and the nature of the compiler interaction Open
MP uses provides for graceful degradation: Any compiler lacking Open MP support will
2

Please note the difference between a task —one of the basic building blocks of an operating system that
corresponds to a program in execution—and a Task, a user-level thread used by the TBB library. In
this thesis, I will use the latter term exclusively in the context of TBB and only in the current section.
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just ignore the additional language constructs and produce a fully functional, but nonconcurrent program from the source code. Even though Open MP supports C, C++
and FORTRAN, I will not discuss its FORTRAN features for the reasons given at the
beginning of this section.
The main instrument of Open MP are #pragma directives that are inserted into C or
C++ code in order to establish parallel regions in otherwise serial code. A useful side
effect of this approach is the opportunity to gradually parallelize a serial program by
adding parallel regions one after another. Whenever the compiler encounters a parallel
region (#pragma omp parallel) it employs the so-called fork–join model —upon entering
the region, Open MP’s runtime environment creates a team, which is a set of threads
with a single master thread. The total number of threads and their mapping to available
processors depends on the system load and various configuration variables, which can be
set either before the program starts or via Open MP runtime library functions. Once
created, a team cannot be adjusted until the parallel region is complete.
Within a parallel region all threads of the team will, by default, simply execute the
same code in parallel. Usually that is not what the developer intends, so various work
sharing constructs change this behavior:
• The iterations of any for loop can be distributed among the threads of the team
so the loop is executed concurrently (#pragma omp for).
• There may be a number of sections (#pragma omp sections, #pragma omp section),
each of which is executed by a single member of the team. With the help of this
construct multiple mutually independent parts of the program may run at the
same time even though each of these parts in itself is sequential.
• Distinct pieces of code (#pragma omp task) can be handed over to the Open MP
runtime environment for concurrent execution. The effect of this construct is quite
similar to that of a thread pool.
The developer can use so-called clauses, options attached to a directive, to adjust
aspects of the directive’s default behavior or to provide the Open MP runtime environment
with additional meta information. Clauses can, for example, fine-tune the manner in
which the iterations of a parallelized for loop are distributed among the thread of a
team (schedule). They can as well set the number of threads in the team that executes
a parallel region (num_threads) or completely prevent concurrent execution of a parallel
region according to runtime constraints (if).
Synchronization Within a parallel region there can be serial sections that are executed
by just a single thread of the team—either any available thread (#pragma omp single) or
the master thread (#pragma omp master) in particular.
When it comes to locks, Open MP offers two fundamental implementations. One is
via the runtime environment and provides two kinds of locks—the traditional mutex
(omp_lock_t) and a recursive version that can be locked multiple times by a single
thread (omp_nest_lock_t)—as well as functions for locking and unlocking. The other
option, a directive (#pragma omp critical), fits better into Open MP’s overall structure:
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It establishes named regions of code and Open MP guarantees mutual exclusion of all
regions with the same name. In addition, there is a construct (#pragma omp atomic) for
very short critical sections (restricted to one or two specific statements) that require
atomic execution.
The variables used within a parallel region can either be shared by all the threads of
the team (public) or each thread can have its own version of the variable (private). Once
again clauses are used to specify this property. Private variables, by definition, require
no synchronization. However, the developer is responsible for proper synchronization of
any access to global data.
Last but not least, Open MP provides barriers (#pragma omp barrier) at which the whole
team will rendezvous before resuming work. Any thread that arrives at the barrier before
the others will be forced to pause. For this reason barriers can severely compromise
performance, especially in the presence of highly dynamic workloads.

2.2.3. Language Support in C++11
With its recent update in 2011, the C++ language standard (called C++11) [Sta11]
introduced mechanisms to handle multiple threads. For the first time, the C++ programming language itself defines a memory model and the means to manage both threads
and their synchronization. Although most C++ compilers already support major parts
of the new standard, to my knowledge there is not a single compiler that implements
C++11 completely at the time of writing. However, most of the multi-threading features
I discuss here, are already widely available.
std::thread is the central entity of the C++11 threading concept. It is implemented
within the STL and it represents and controls a single thread of execution. The class’s
constructor creates an additional thread from a functor, a function pointer or a lambda
expression (see also section 2.3.3 on page 20). Optionally, the constructor accepts
an arbitrary number of further parameters, which are subsequently passed on to the
functor/function/lambda when the new thread starts execution. For non-portable use
with platform-specific functions std::thread also provides access to the underlying native
thread (std::thread::native_handle).
Synchronization With the keyword thread_local and the associated new storage duration thread-local the latest standard of C++ introduces thread-local variables into
the core language. All the other synchronization features I discuss in this section are
provided by the STL, not by the language itself.
The most trivial kind of synchronization is available directly via std::thread::join
which allows any thread to wait for the completion of the one that is associated with the
respective thread object.
Of course, the STL also comes with all the traditional synchronization primitives. There
are four different versions of mutexes: basic (std::mutex), recursive (std::recursive_mutex),
timed (std::timed_mutex) and a combination of the latter two (std::recursive_timed_mutex).
Recursive mutexes can be acquired multiple times by a single thread without deadlocking.
Timed mutexes, on the other hand, feature an optional timeout for locking. If the mutex
cannot be acquired within this time limit, the locking operation simply fails and does
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// define new Block reference types
typedef int (^ int_block ) ( int , int ) ;
typedef void (^ void_block ) ( void ) ;
...
// define Block literals and store them in Block references
int_block block_1 = ^( int a , int b ) { return a + b ; };
void_block block_2 = ^{ puts ( " Hello world ! " ) ; };
...
// copy a Block reference
// ( without using custom Block reference type ’ int_block ’)
int (^ block_3 ) ( int , int ) = block_1 ;
int (^ block_4 ) ( int )
= block_1 ; // compiler error
...
// invoke Block references
printf ( " Block 1: % d \ n " , block_1 (23 ,42) ) ; // yields " Block 1: 65"
block_2 () ;
// yields " Hello world !"
printf ( " Block 3: % d \ n " , block_3 (13 ,7) ) ; // yields " Block 3: 20"





Listing 2.1. Block Literal and Block Reference
not block the requesting thread indefinitely. Thanks to so-called locks—template classes
(std::lock_guard, std::unique_lock) reminiscent of smart pointers—mutexes can be used
in accordance with the RAII idiom 3 . A lock’s constructor and destructor perform the
locking and unlocking respectively, adding both convenience and exception-safety to a
bare mutex. Furthermore, function templates (std::lock, std::try_lock) assist in locking
a set of mutexes in an all-or-nothing fashion without the risk of a deadlock.
Whenever one thread needs to wait for an explicit notification from another thread,
condition variables (std::condition_variable*) are the method of choice. In addition to
this very basic form of asynchronous communication between threads, C++11 also offers
a one-time communication channel. It consist of a pair of template classes—a write-only
“sender” (std::promise) and a read-only “receiver” (std::future). The receiving thread
may also block on the std::future until a value is set.
Atomic operations are available in C++11 as well, if only for integral type and pointers.
For this purpose the STL provides a class template (std::atomic) along with various
specializations.
Finally, the STL features a template function (std::call_once) that guarantees the onetime execution of a given function even if it is called by multiple threads concurrently.
This mechanism facilitates thread-safe initialization of shared data.

2.3. Block Literals
Block literals [Teab], or “Blocks” for short, are an extension of the C language family
that introduces the concept of anonymous functions into these programming languages.
3

RAII stands for “resource acquisition is initialization” and refers to a standard technique for preventing
resource leakage in the presence of exceptions.
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int var_1 ;
void func ( void ) {
static int var_2 ;
int var_3 = 0;
__block int var_4 = 0;
^ {
int sum
var_1 =
var_2 =
var_3 =
var_4 =
} () ;

= var_1 + var_2 + var_3 + var_4 ; // ok ( sum == 0)
42; // ok
42; // ok
42; // compiler error
42; // ok

}





Listing 2.2. Variables Captured by a Block Literal
Even though Blocks are very similar to normal functions there is one crucial difference;
each Block preserves its lexical scope when it is defined. Thus Blocks represent what is
known as closure or lambda function in other programming languages.
Apple introduced Blocks together with GCD, nevertheless they are a completely
independent technology that can also be used on its own. However, as it is a nonstandard language extension only two compilers, namely Clang and Apple’s fork of GCC,
support Blocks at the time of writing.

2.3.1. Block Definition and Block Reference
A Block definition starts with a circumflex, the newly introduced unary Block construction
operator. This is followed by the Block’s return type and parentheses containing the
Block’s parameters and finally the body enclosed in curly braces:
^ return_type ( parameter_types ) { definition }

Both the return type and the parameter list are optional and default to void if omitted.
Within the body you may use any code that is legal in the body of an ordinary function,
including the declaration of new automatic variables.
Of course, a Block can be invoked immediately upon definition with the usual function
call syntax:
^ { puts ( " Hello world ! " ) ; }() ;

In most cases that would not make much sense though, as the Block serves no real
purpose this way. Instead Blocks are usually stored for later use in a Block reference
whose syntax is highly reminiscent of a function pointer:
return_type (^ name ) ( parameter_types ) ;

Both Block references may also be used in defining a new type with the help of typedef.
For a full example please have a look at listing 2.1 on the facing page.
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2.3.2. Captured Variables
As stated before, Blocks preserve their lexical scope—a mechanism which is referred to
as the Block “capturing” all variables accessible at the time of its definition. This means
that any such variable is readily available within the body of the Block no matter when
the Block is invoked. Variables with static storage duration are captured by reference
and may thus be read and written as usual. Automatic variables (commonly referred
to as “local variables”), in contrast, are captured by value. They are read-only within
the Block’s body and any attempt to write a captured variable with automatic storage
duration will result in a compile-time error.
The newly introduced storage specifier __block offers a third option: A variable with
Block storage duration will be preserved as long as any Block references it and may also
be written from within a Block’s body. Therefore, a Block variable is similar to a static
variable in terms of data access from within Blocks but has a more limited lifetime.
Note, that the capturing rules I have just described do not apply to automatic variables
declared within a Block itself. Those variables retain their usual properties: They may
be read and written and their scope and lifetime are limited to the Block in which they
are declared. Listing 2.2 on the previous page shows a comprehensive example of various
variables used by a Block literal.
Blocks do never synchronize access to shared data. Therefore, within a multi-threaded
environment, it is up to the application developer to guarantee proper serialization; see
section 2.4.2 for synchronization using GCD.

2.3.3. Comparison with C++11 Lambda Expressions
I have already discussed the new concurrency features of C++11 in section 2.2.3, but the
standard comes with another interesting functionality: lambda expressions or lambdas for
short [Sta11]. Both, Blocks and C++11 lambdas, define a closure/anonymous function
but the use of Blocks is not limited to C++11. They are also compatible with previous
versions of C++, with C and with Objective-C. However, as they are a non-standard
language extension, actual compiler support for Blocks is currently limited to Clang
whereas all major C++ compilers are expected to eventually support C++11.
Furthermore, C++11 lambdas are more customizable than Blocks when it comes to
captured variables. They accept a detailed specification of variables to capture and
which of those to capture by reference or by value. Blocks, on the other hand, use the
fixed standard rules explained in section 2.3.2. Although this is a drastic restriction, it
simplifies matters for the developer and thus fits well into the general concept of GCD.

2.4. Grand Central Dispatch
Developed by Apple and first introduced with Mac OS X 10.6 in 2009, Grand Central
Dispatch (GCD) [Teaa] represents an alternative paradigm to express task-level parallelism in applications. The library manages the distribution of work among available
CPU cores, the creation and destruction of threads as necessary and, under certain
conditions, also synchronization (see section 2.4.2).
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Figure 2.1. Grand Central Dispatch—Dispatch Queues

Instead of manually handling various threads or assigning jobs to a thread pool, the
developer can use GCD to dispatch pieces of work—to which for the sake of simplicity and
consistency I will from now on uniformly refer as items—to so-called Dispatch Queue; the
basic interface of GCD. These items are subsequently removed and executed by GCD in a
strict FIFO order. Whenever the developer dispatches an item to a queue he has a choice
to do so either in a synchronous or asynchronous manner: The asynchronous dispatch
(dispatch_async*) allows the current item to continue its execution and is thus preferred
for achieving a higher degree of concurrency. A synchronous dispatch (dispatch_sync*),
on the other hand, forces the current item to wait until the newly dispatched item is
finished.
There are two 4 methods for specifying such an item: The most common and intuitive
one is to use a Block for this purpose. However, as I mentioned in section 2.3, Blocks
are not part of any language standard and thus a compiler lacking Block support may
quickly thwart this option. An alternative, fully standard-compliant form for queue items
is a function pointer (of the type void (*func)(void*)) in combination with a matching
(void*) data parameter. Upon execution of the queue item this parameter is passed on
to the function.

2.4.1. Dispatch Queues
Within GCD there are two distinct types of Dispatch Queues, which differ in the way
they execute items dispatched to them.
4

This is true for Apple’s official GCD implementation. However, XDispatch [MLB] for example, a fork
of the library that incorporates features of C++ into GCD, also accepts C++11 lambda expressions
(briefly discussed in section 2.3.3) to specify queue items.
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Mutex mtx_access ;
...
lock ( mtx_access ) ;
// access data
unlock ( mtx_access ) ;



(a) PThreads
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dispatch_queue_t q_access =
,→ dis patc h_qu eue_c reat e ( " mutex " ,
,→ DIS PATC H_QU EUE_S ERIA L ) ;
...
dispatch_sync ( q_access ,
^{ /* access data */ }) ;





(b) GCD

Listing 2.3. PThreads versus GCD—Serialization
Serial Dispatch Queue Whenever items need to be run mutually exclusive, they should
be dispatched to a Serial Queue. In addition to the FIFO property all Dispatch Queues
possess, Serial Queues provide the guarantee that only a single queue item is executed
at any time. This property makes them a viable option for synchronization purposes as
detailed in section 2.4.2.
Concurrent Dispatch Queue The aptly named Concurrent Queue potentially runs all
available items in parallel. Items are still taken from the queue in FIFO order, but due
to different execution times they may finish in an arbitrary order. GCD provides no
guarantee whatsoever about the number of items that are processed at the same time.
That rather depends on the number of available CPU cores as well as on the overall
system load.
In general, there is no synchronization between the individual items of a Concurrent
Queue. The one single exception to this rule are so-called barriers, which are discussed
along with GCD’s other synchronization mechanisms in section 2.4.2.

2.4.2. Synchronization
The concurrency model of GCD differs a lot from traditional threads as it is solely
based on Dispatch Queues. Consequently, GCD offers a suitable set of synchronization
facilities.
Serial Dispatch Queue Serial Queues, by design, offer synchronized access to any
resource, provided that the resource in question is used exclusively via a dedicated Serial
Queue. All items in such a queue run one after another, so there is no situation where
two items are active at the same time and can race each other.
Apple’s guideline on concurrent programming [Inca] strongly discourages the use of
locks in the context of GCD: Failure to acquire a lock inevitably blocks the item and
thus the underlying worker thread that runs this item. Instead, serial queues replace
mutexes and provide the additional benefit that there is no longer an unlock operation
that might be forgotten; see Listing 2.3 for a direct comparison.
Synchronous Dispatching If an item is dispatched to any (serial or concurrent) queue
in a synchronous manner, this establishes an implicit synchronization between said item
and the currently active one, which does the dispatching. The current item’s execution
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RW_Lock access ;
...
lock_r ( access ) ;
// read data
unlock_r ( access ) ;
...
lock_w ( access ) ;
// write data
unlock_w ( access ) ;



(a) PThreads
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dispatch_queue_t q_access =
,→ dis patc h_qu eue_c reat e ( " rw - lock " ,
,→ D I S P A T C H _ Q U E U E_ C O N C U R R E N T ) ;
...
dispatch_sync ( q_access ,
^{ /* read data */ }) ;
...
dis patc h_ba rrier _syn c ( q_access ,
^{ /* write data */ }) ;





(b) GCD

Listing 2.4. PThreads versus GCD—Reader–Writer Synchronization
will be suspended until the dispatched one is complete. Although this mechanism
provides very easy and intuitive means of synchronizing two items, it should be avoided
because the worker thread that runs the current item gets stalled. Furthermore, this
characteristic leads to a deadlock when an item that is executed in a Serial Queue
synchronously dispatches another item to the same queue.
Dispatch Semaphore GCD provides so-called Dispatch Semaphores as a light-weight
alternative to classical counting semaphores. They have the same semantics but will
only invoke the system’s kernel when a thread needs to be suspended.
Semaphores should be used sparsely because of the circumstances explained in the
first paragraph of this section. Whereas a simple mutex is sufficient for strict mutual
exclusion, semaphores are the method of choice whenever at least two (yet not arbitrarily
many) items may run concurrently.
Barrier A barrier is a special queue item that is guaranteed to run by itself, even in a
Concurrent Queue. Furthermore, GCD guarantees that all items which are already in
the queue when a barrier is added will have finished before the barrier starts and any
item added after the barrier will not be execute until the barrier item is complete.
Due to this behavior, barrier items can be used to turn a dedicated Concurrent Queue
into an ideal replacement for a reader–writer lock; please refer to listing 2.4 for a sideby-side comparison of PThreads and GCD.
Group At times, a given set of queue items needs to be processed completely before some
final action can be taken. For example, any computation that relies on multiple, mutually
independent pieces of data may prepare these in parallel, yet it cannot proceed until all
prerequisites are available: Imagine rendering the pieces of an image concurrently and
presenting or saving the image once it is complete. Due to the indeterministic behavior
of the items in a Concurrent Queue—items are started in a strict FIFO order but do
not necessarily finish in that same order—the final item cannot simply be dispatched by
the “last” data processing item. Some other items may run for a long time and thus
finish after the “last” one. Although it would be possible to use a Serial Queue for the
whole process this would completely prevent any concurrent execution.
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For situations like this, GCD provides Dispatch Groups. A Group consists of an
arbitrary number of queue items. Once all these items have finished execution, the
Group automatically schedules another item for execution. Both, this item and its
target Dispatch Queue, are specified by the developer. In addition, the application may
wait until all items of a Group complete, thereby forcing the waiting item to block its
underlying worker thread.
Groups are completely independent from Dispatch Queues. That means a queue item
can be a member of any Group regardless of the queue it is dispatched to. Therefore
it is perfectly legal to combine items within a Group which are distributed among a
multitude of different (serial or concurrent) Dispatch Queues.

2.4.3. Building Blocks
As a high-level library, GCD is built upon two, rather low-level technologies, KQueue
and PThread-Workqueue, which I will introduce in the remainder of this chapter.
2.4.3.1. KQueue
In some situations a user application has to react to or wait for certain events that are
managed by the kernel. A typical example is an application waiting for input from the
user or for the completion of asynchronous file operations 5 . Once such an operation is
started, the user application needs to know when it is complete and data may be read or
new data may be written.
The naive polling approach imposes considerable overhead as the application keeps
querying for the current status. The situation is comparable to busy waiting for a
lock variable. While in single-threaded tasks the constant polling monopolizes the only
thread available and thus stops the whole application from making any progress, in
multi-threaded applications polling does work in principle. Yet, it still requires at least
one dedicated thread to perform the querying and the overhead stays prohibitively large
(in terms of computing time and, in consequence, energy consumption) for long-lasting
asynchronous operations.
To address this issue, the POSIX standard [Gro08] defines the select and poll standard
library functions. Both of these functions allow a user-space application to monitor a
specified set of file descriptors for status changes. However, select and poll, on each
invocation, require a full list of file descriptors to monitor and return the complete list
marking those descriptors for which an event occurred. It is up to the application to
walk the whole list and filter out the marked list entries. Once the number of events an
application is interested in gets large, this concept renders both functions inefficient and
inconvenient.
KQueues were introduced into the FreeBSD kernel to counter this problem and provide
a scalable, yet safe interface for user-space applications to monitor events within the
kernel. In fact, KQueues have become much more versatile than select or poll because
5

Keep in mind that in monolithic operating systems it is the kernel that implements file system
functionality and provides it to user-level applications.
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p th read_workqueue_t wq ;
void * data ;
...
void do_work ( void * data ) { ... }
...
// initialize library
p t h r e a d _ w o r k q ue u e _ i n i t _ n p () ;
// create a work queue ( default priority , non - overcommit )
if ( p t h r e a d _ w o r k q u e u e _ c r e a t e _ n p (& wq , NULL ) ) {
// work queue not created -- error handling
}
...
// add work item
if ( p t h r e a d _ w o r k q u e u e _ a d d i t e m _ n p ( wq , do_work , data , NULL , NULL ) ) {
// item not added -- error handling
}





Listing 2.5. Usage of PThread-Workqueue
they are not restricted to monitoring file descriptors but also provide, for example, timers
which generate events in customizable intervals.
The main difference between select/poll on the one hand and KQueues on the other is
that the latter establish in-kernel data structures that keep track of the events (e.g., file
descriptors) to monitor and also maintain information about events that have occurred.
With this information statically available within the kernel, the user space application
no longer needs to provide a full list of events of interest on each call. This greatly
simplifies the use of KQueues and makes them suitable for handling a large number of
event sources.
The library’s interface is deliberately kept simple: First, a task creates a new KQueue
(kqueue). A single function (kevent) is subsequently used to manage (add/modify/remove/
. . .) monitoring requests and, at the same time, wait for and retrieve events. In the
special case that there are already events pending when the user application queries a
KQueue, kevent returns immediately. Otherwise the function blocks the current thread
until either an event occurs or the user-specified timeout expires.
Note that a task may create an arbitrary number of KQueues which can be used to
monitor distinct (not necessarily disjunct) sets of event sources in different parts of the
application at the same time.
2.4.3.2. PThread-Workqueue
PThread-Workqueues are a non-standard extension to the common PThreads library I
described in section 2.2.2.1. Their main principle is the concept of work queues, which
are filled with work items by the developer and use an automatic, kernel-managed thread
pool for processing these items in parallel. In this regard work queues are strikingly
similar to GCD’s dispatch queues although much less flexible and convenient. Aside
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from the missing comfort of Block literals the PThread-Workqueue library offers no
equivalent to GCD’s serial queues and relies solely on the facilities provided by PThreads
for synchronization purposes.
Workqueues, the central infrastructure of PThread-Workqueue, are quite simple. Their
interface is reminiscent of pthread_create: Once created, a work queue accepts so-called
work items—sets of two pointers, whereby one pointer refers to a function of type
void (*func)(void*) to be executed and the other indicates the function’s data parameter.
See listing 2.5 on the preceding page for a short example of usage of PThread-Workqueues.
The library removes items from a work queue in a strict FIFO order and executes them
concurrently by means of an internal thread pool. Depending on the current system load
the kernel scheduler may increase or decrease the number of worker threads in this pool.
Because PThread-Workqueues are concurrent by design, the developer has to use the
instruments of the standard PThreads library to enforce serialization or synchronization
if necessary.
Each work queue has two important attributes, both of which are specified when the
queue is created and immutable thereafter:
Priority The priority of a work queue is essentially the same as a thread’s priority and
determines when the queue’s work items run: As long as there are items available
in a high-priority queue those get scheduled, possibly stalling lower-priority queues
in the process.
Overcommit Unlike normal work queues, overcommit queues may spawn new threads
at any time—regardless of the current system load. Because this behavior can
quickly lead to the creation of an extremely large number of worker threads,
overcommit queues should be used with care. Note that GCD’s Serial Queues (see
also section 2.4.1) are implemented on top of overcommit work queues, so the same
is true for them.
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In this chapter I address the process of porting the GCD infrastructure—that is the
library itself and its supporting technologies: Blocks, KQueue and PThread-Workqueue—
to L4Re. Each of the following sections (except for the first) covers one of these libraries
and discusses selected aspects of their implementation on L4Re. Furthermore, I will
explain why and how I deviated from the GNU/Linux implementation of the respective
library and point out problems encountered in the course of this work.

3.1. Design Principles
The original implementations of KQueue and PThread-Workqueue—two of the libraries
GCD is built on—depend to a large extent on support from the operating system’s kernel.
As a microkernel, Fiasco.OC strives for minimalism (see also section 2.1) and therefore
does not lend itself to the integration of non-essential features such as provided by these
libraries. Fortunately both libraries are available under free software licenses and there
are ports available that have been adapted to run in the user-space of GNU/Linux. In
combination with the PThreads support of L4Re these implementations proofed to be a
good starting point for my own work.
Performance versus Updates Early in the porting process I had decided to adopt a
“minimally invasive” strategy, that is to modify existing code as little as possible to allow
for easy updates whenever the code of the original libraries (or rather their GNU/Linux
version) changes. In section 5.1 on page 63 I will elaborate to what extend I managed to
comply with this resolution. Whenever the code required adaptation, I took great care to
cleanly separate any changes from the original library code; either by wrapping changes
with preprocessor directives (#if, #ifdef) or, in case of larger changes and supplementary
code, by creating new source files altogether. This approach makes my modifications
easy to make out and facilitates merging them into future library updates.
The most obvious disadvantage of this approach are the extra layers of abstraction
that are preserved this way: GCD is built on KQueue and PThread-Workqueue, whose
GNU/Linux implementation, in turn, relies on PThreads. Even though this strict layering
simplifies porting and updates, it is also very likely to diminish the overall performance of
L4Re applications built on top. For this reason, I investigated the option to completely
uncouple GCD from its supporting libraries at the very beginning of my work. I will
elaborate this line of thought in section 3.3.2 on page 29.
After careful consideration, however, I came to the conclusion that the fast incorporation of future changes and, even more importantly, compatibility with the official release
of GCD outweigh raw performance. GCD, in particular, is still evolving fast and my
implementation is currently used exclusively in the experimental field.
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Optimization Aside from the implementation I also adopted configuration parameters
from the GNU/Linux version of each library whenever possible. For the reasons stated in
the previous paragraph, I refrained from optimizing these parameters for use with L4Re.
One single exception from this rule is the PThread-Workqueue library: Due to the
very basic nature of Fiasco’s scheduler I was forced to enhance the GNU/Linux version
of the library anyway, because otherwise it would not have been able to utilize more
than a single CPU (see also section 3.5.3 on page 43). As PThread-Workqueue plays
a central role for the overall performance of GCD, I decided to apply at least some
basic optimizations, not all of which resulted in an actual improvement. Please refer to
sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 on page 38 and on page 43 for more information on this matter.
Should GCD prove its usefulness in the L4Re environment, there are options for further
optimizations which can be carried out later on—see also section 6.3 on page 82.
Seamless Integration into L4Re L4Re comes with its own build infrastructure. Based
on BID [LA06] and comprising an intricate set of scripts this infrastructure allows for
the configuration of the system and takes care of dependency resolution among software
packages. For easy and familiar usage with other components of L4Re, I have integrated
all relevant libraries (Blocks, KQueue and PThread-Workqueue, GCD) into this existing
environment. Each library can be linked to applications that use it (in either a static or
dynamic manner) and none entails further runtime requirements. The only exception
being, once again, PThread-Workqueue and its server mode (see also section 3.5.2.1),
which requires a running server.
Building Requirements All but one of the involved libraries (and in particular their
GNU/Linux ports) are written in standard C. Therefore they can be built with any
C compiler. This time GCD is an exception, because it relies on Blocks for its internal
design and thus requires Clang for compilation (see also section 2.3). However, the
resulting object files can be linked to programs built with any C or C++ compiler.
My L4Re port of PThread-Workqueue contains code written in C++ so it can use
the more advanced (and more convenient) interfaces of L4Re. However, as C++ is the
prevalent language of L4Re, this does not add any extra build requirements.

3.2. Block Literals
Blocks are almost entirely handled by the compiler. They only require a tiny runtime
library, which handles management functions such as copying a Block from the stack to
the heap (Block_copy) where it can outlive the scope it was created in. The little amount
of code necessary for these tasks is already written in pure, highly portable C and did
not require any adjustments to run on L4Re.

3.3. Grand Central Dispatch
Although the official GCD implementation [Teaa] comes with general support for
GNU/Linux (among other platforms), this compatibility was broken by recent up-
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dates. Therefore I resorted to a third-party fork of the library [Hut], which already
incorporates patches by Mark Heily and Nick Hutchinson, which fix these problems.
Thanks to this good starting point only minuscule code changes were necessary and I
did not need to spend much time and effort on adjusting the library myself.

3.3.1. On L4Re
Even if all its supporting libraries are available GCD does not work on L4Re without
minor modifications because the system is missing features which GCD makes use of. For
those parts of the library code that are essential to GCD’s core functionality, I created
wrappers that emulate the system behavior expected by the library. For example, one
such wrapper queries the scheduler of L4Re to learn the number of available CPUs 1 . I
replaced all non-essential parts with empty implementations to quench compiler errors.
The latter group of replacements consists of functions and header files, which are only
used by those parts of GCD that are inoperable anyway due to my deliberately incomplete
KQueue port (see section 3.4.2 on page 33). This applies to the majority of GCD’s
Dispatch Sources and, in extension, to their convenience wrappers, the Dispatch I/O API.
However, the core functionality of GCD, that is its Dispatch Queues as well as the related
dispatching mechanisms, is fully operational on L4Re.

3.3.2. Uncoupling from Supporting Libraries
Before deciding to use minimally modified versions of the existing GNU/Linux ports (see
also section 3.1), I had considered turning GCD into a self-contained library through
direct incorporation of its supporting libraries’ functionality. KQueue and PThreadWorkqueue add considerably to the overall code base of any application built on top of
GCD and currently there are no plans to use either as a stand-alone library. Therefore,
it seemed to be an interesting option to dispose of them and adapt GCD to run directly
on L4Re instead. However, after carefully considering the following pros and cons, I
dismissed this idea:
• My investigation of GCD’s source code soon revealed a thread pool implementation
readily available within the library, which can directly replace PThread-Workqueue.
Unfortunately things are completely different in respect to KQueue, which is needed
for internal synchronization within GCD and thus cannot be eliminated that easily.
• The coding style of GCD does not invite changes to the library’s code at all:
Explanatory comments are all but non-existent and often just refer to any entry in
Apple’s internal bug-tracking system. Furthermore, vital parts of the code make
heavy use of the precompiler’s #define directive (often in multiple layers) to create
constructs reminiscent of C++ classes. Performance optimizations are another
aspect which makes the code hard to comprehend and to modify.
1

As a matter of fact, GCD does not require this particular information when it uses PThread-Workqueue.
The number of CPUs in the system is relevant, however, if the library’s internal thread pool (see also
section 3.3.2) is used.
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• Changes to any of the involved libraries need to be merged into each new version.
Both, PThread-Workqueue and KQueue, were originally kernel interfaces and as
such they are not likely to change in the future. GCD, on the other hand, is a
user-level library and has already experienced a rapid development since its launch
in 2009.
• A strict separation of responsibilities among the three libraries (KQueue for event
management, PThread-Workqueue for thread management and GCD for high-level
functionality) helps to limit code complexity and facilitates maintenance. Testing,
too, can be done separately for each library this way.
• Possible future performance optimization (see section 6.3 on page 82) can directly
address the rather small PThread-Workqueue library and does not need to involve
GCD at all.
• Although no standalone use for PThread-Workqueue or KQueue is currently
planned this is subject to change. In situations where the feature set of one of
these basic libraries is sufficient, their independent availability may prove useful.

3.4. KQueue
The original KQueue implementation employs various strategies to achieve the efficiency
and scaling properties discussed in section 2.4.3.1: Without doubt, the most important
strategy is the use of various in-kernel data structures that handle all bookkeeping related
to the event monitoring on behalf of the user space application. As this approach allows
the library to keep track of the events the application is interested in, there is no need to
provide this information over and over again on every invocation of the library’s central
kevent function. The GNU/Linux version makes use of these central data structures as
well, although it does not keep them within the kernel but as part of the user space
library.
Another key element to improve scalability is accumulation: The events related to
a single monitoring request (e.g., any event concerning a given file descriptor) are not
stored as individual items within the data structures I just described. Instead only the
first event is recorded in full whereas subsequent occurrences will just update the stored
state. The exact semantics of these updates depend on the kind of event monitored. For
example, when the user application is interested in reading from a file descriptor, the
KQueue library reports the number of bytes that are available for non-blocking read
operations. For a timer, however, the number of times it has been triggered would be
reported.
Structure of the Library The KQueue library is conceptually centered on event sources
and the events they generate. Its implementation builds on three major data structures:
the Filters, KNotes and the eponymous KQueues.
The library provides a dedicated Filter for each type of event source it supports. A
Filter basically consists of a well-defined set of functions and is used to examine events
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from its associated event source. The result of this examination indicates whether a
given event is to be reported to the user application. Whenever the application registers
a new event for monitoring, it specifies which Filter to use and provides criteria that
allow the Filter to identify those events the application is interested in. These criteria
are specific to each Filter: Whereas a Filter associated with timer events uses a simple
numeric ID for each individual timer, file-related Filters rely on the file descriptor to
identify the file in need of monitoring.
A dedicated KNote, a special data structure of the KQueue library, subsequently
maintains this event-identifying data as well as the data accumulated from all later
occurrences of this specific event. A Filter will create a new KNote for every monitoring
request and register it directly with the event source associated to that Filter. It is
worth mentioning, that a Filter and its KNotes are highly reminiscent of a C++ class
and its instances. The Filter provides the implementations to create/delete/manage its
KNotes and to process events from a specific event source. An individual KNote, on
the other hand, contains the data related to a specific event the user application wants
monitored.
Every time a source generates a new event, all KNotes attached to the the respective
source are notified. Each KNote, in turn, activates its respective Filter to check whether
the new event should be recorded and to perform the accumulation operation. The
first time a given KNote stores an event in this manner it becomes active, which means
the event represented by the KNote will be reported to the application at the next
opportunity (i.e., the next time kevent is invoked). By attaching KNotes to predefined
hooks of an event source, the KQueue library avoids the polling for new events that would
otherwise be necessary and establishes push semantics instead: Each source actively
notifies potentially interested KQueues about any event whereupon the source’s Filter
determines which events should be reported to the user application.
Finally, a KQueue is the central entity that manages all available Filters and forwards
monitoring requests from the user application to the appropriate Filter. Furthermore,
each KQueue maintains a list of active KNotes (the active list), which contains all
pending events that have to be reported to the user application.

3.4.1. Active List
The GNU/Linux port of KQueue, which I used as the starting point for my porting
work, mainly relies on UNIX domain sockets (socketpair) [Gro08] for asynchronous
communication between different parts of the library—most notably the active list is
implemented in this manner. L4Re, however, does not offer socket support. Consequently,
I was forced to adapt the library in this respect and decided to create an implementation
that follows the original specification of KQueues [Lem01] more closely than the Linux
version.
Aside from this alteration, which the following sections describe in more detail, no
major changes to the core parts of the KQueue library were necessary; the KQueue itself,
the management of available Filters and, most importantly, the interface towards the
user application remain untouched.
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Figure 3.1. KQueue—Structure on L4Re
On L4Re In my implementation the active list is a combination of a singly-linked tail
queue 2 and a condition variable (see also section 2.2.2.1). This queue, whose head is part
of the KQueue data structure, contains all active KNotes. Figure 3.1 shows the overall
design of the KQueue library on L4Re. Please note, that the figure does not show event
sources because all Filters currently provided by the library work with supplementary,
internal events only; see also section 3.4.2 on the facing page
Whenever a Filter determines that an event (received by a specific KNote) is to be
reported to the application, it checks whether the KNote is already an element of the
active list. If this is not the case, the Filter appends the KNote to the list. If the list
was completely empty before, the Filter also signals the conditional variable to unblock
a kevent invocation that is waiting for new events to arrive. Accordingly, kevent blocks
on said condition variable (potentially with a timeout) whenever the user application
requests to wait for new events and the active list is empty at that moment.
Event Retrieval When a KQueue is about to report pending events to the user application, it appends a special marker KNote to the active list. Processing starts at the
head of the list and continues until the marker is encountered; any elements appended
after the marker are ignored in the current run.
The extra marker is necessary due to a peculiarity of the KQueue specification: As only
the associated Filter has the knowledge required to extract the event-related information
from a KNote, it falls within the responsibility of the Filter to process its active KNotes.
This detour can be very important as it allows Filters to eliminate outdated events—for
example an event related to a file descriptor that was closed after the KNote became
active—or merge the latest updates into the event.
However, Filters may not only drop active KNotes in the course of this evaluation
process. A Filter may also immediately re-enqueue a KNote to “keep it active”. Therefore
it is absolutely necessary to mark the original end of the active list before its elements
are processed.
2

A tail queue is a dynamic list whose head stores two pointers; one to the first element and one to the
last element of the list. Using these pointers allow for addition or removal of elements at the start and
end of the list.
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3.4.2. Available Event Sources
As explained previously, event sources need to actively support and interface with
KQueue to avoid the inefficient polling for events. Consequently, it is not sufficient
to adapt the available Filters to L4Re but their designated event sources, too, would
need to be modified to work with the KQueue library. My examination of GCD’s code
revealed, however, that the library’s core functionality actually depends on only two
of the events usually provided by KQueue: Timers and User-Defined events. Both are
special event types in the sense that they do not monitor existing event sources, but
rather establish supplementary, fully user-configurable sources.
As I had not ported the KQueue library to L4Re for its own sake but to lay the
foundations for GCD, I decided to only equip it with the Filters associated with these
two specific event types for the time being. Most of the remaining event types in KQueue
are either not useful on L4Re anyway—for example, POSIX signals are only relevant
for better compatibility when porting existing third-party software, which, at this time,
rarely (if ever) employs GCD—or were out of the scope of this work due to the necessary
adaptations of other system parts that constitute the respective event source.
In section 6.3 on page 82 I will return to this topic and discuss possible future
enhancements of the KQueue library whereas the following sections provide a detailed
account of how I implemented the User Filter and the Timer Filter on L4Re.
3.4.2.1. User-Defined Events
User-defined events are completely under the control of the application. Instead of being
related to an actual event source, User events are triggered manually via normal kevent
calls to the KQueue library. Each time it triggers a User event, the application must also
provide a numeric value, which is stored by the KNote associated with the specific User
event. As I explained in section 3.4, all Filters in KQueue support the accumulation of
consecutive activation. The User Filter is no exception: Subsequent values will update
the one currently stored either by simply overwriting it or, alternatively, via merging
of the two values through a binary AND or a binary OR operation. When the event is
reported to the user application, the value which is stored in its KNote at the time will
be conveyed as well.
GCD relies on User events for its internal synchronization, which makes this Filter
mandatory. Additionally, GCD’s Data Dispatch Sources (DISPATCH_SOURCE_TYPE_DATA_ADD,
DISPATCH_SOURCE_TYPE_DATA_OR) are built on and use the respective accumulation options
of the Filter.
Implementation User events can only ever be triggered by the application via calls to
kevent. The processing of these calls is already fully synchronized with all other parts of
the KQueue library so that User events require no extra synchronization. This property
allows for a straight-forward implementation of the corresponding User Filter on L4Re,
which is what allowed me to reuse most of the Filter’s code from the GNU/Linux version
of the library. The only necessary changes had to be made because of my deviating
implementation of the KQueue’s active list.
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3.4.2.2. Timer Events
The Timer Filter provides an arbitrary number of event sources that, once set up,
periodically generate events in user-specified intervals. Subsequent events are accumulated
by the Filter through simple addition. In other words: When the user application finally
retrieves the pending Timer event, it is informed about the number of Timer ticks that
occurred since the last time it retrieved the exact same Timer event.
Events of this type are required for all of GCD’s time related functionalities, such
as the Timer Dispatch Source (DISPATCH_SOURCE_TYPE_TIMER) or delayed dispatching to
Dispatch Queues (dispatch_after). Although it is, in principle, possible to use GCD even
without these features, it would severely reduce the library’s usefulness.
Implementation The Timer Filter was more complicated to implement than the User
Filter, mainly due to its asynchronous nature in regard to calls from the user application.
After its initial setup, a timer generates new events in regular intervals. It goes without
saying that the user application must not be blocked during this whole time; the kevent
invocation that initializes the Timer is completed as soon as the timer is created.
My implementation follows the example of the GNU/Linux version of the KQueue
library and uses a dedicated thread for each Timer. In other aspects of the implementation,
however, I had to diverge greatly from the original implementation which periodically
generates events by blocking on a condition variable (see also section 2.2.2.1) with a
timeout that lasts exactly one Timer period. The same variable is also used to cancel
the Timer thread whereas Timer events (and the insertion of a timer’s KNote into the
active list) are implemented with the help of sockets.
As stated at the beginning of this section, L4Re does not support UNIX domain
sockets. For this reason, the active list in my implementation is a dynamic list composed
of all the KNotes associated with pending events. The head of this list is part of the
main KQueue data structure, which in turn is protected by a mutex in order to allow for
concurrent, yet consistent modifications by multiple threads. Whenever a Timer thread
needs to enqueue the KNote associated with it (because it became active) the thread has
to acquire this mutex first. On the other hand, when the user application calls kevent,
one of the first actions of the library is to acquire this central mutex. In this way it
assures that the KQueue it is operating on will not be modified or even destroyed by
another thread of the application.
This approach works fine but the use of shared memory for low-overhead communication
between the Timer thread and the core library becomes an issue: The Timer thread needs
a way to notify its associated KNote of Timer events, which may occur quite frequently,
depending on the period the user application chose. Thanks to the KQueue semantics,
which I explained previously, it is fortunately not necessary to actually propagate each
and every event to the KNote. When pending events are about to be reported to the
application, each KNote on the active list is handed to its Filter for extraction of event
information. This peculiar design allowed me to have the timer thread handle the
accumulation of consecutive events, which boils down to incrementing a counter by one
each period. This counter is located in a memory region which is shared by the Timer
thread and the core library. It is only updated via atomic operations, that is atomic
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incrementation by the Timer thread and atomic exchange with zero (i.e., reading and
resetting the counter) by the core library. In an effort to avoid setting an arbitrary limit
on the number of Timer threads, the shared memory is allocated dynamically (malloc).
Under these circumstances a deadlock can arise when the timer thread is about to
be terminated. At this point a second mutex comes into play: A Timer thread that
wants to enqueue its associated KNote in the active list needs a reference to said KNote
and another one to its associated KQueue, which holds the list’s head. Furthermore,
the timer thread must acquire the KQueue’s lock prior to modifying the KQueue or
rather the attached active list. It is essential that the reference to a Timer thread’s
KQueue remains valid as long as the thread exists because the thread may, at any time,
try to access said KQueue. Without extra synchronization there is no way to guarantee
this property. A simple flag within the shared memory region is not sufficient because
checking this flag and accessing its KQueue constitute two separate operations for the
Timer thread and the KQueue could be destroyed right between those two actions.
One naive solution is to introduce a second mutex, which must be held by the Timer
thread for the whole time is works with its KQueue. This second mutex must also be
acquired by the core library before it instructs the Timer thread to terminate. Alas,
this approach introduces a circular dependency between the two mutexes 3 —a perfect
breeding ground for hard-to-find deadlock errors. Another problem lies in the proper
deallocation (free) of the shared memory region. The mutex needs to reside within this
memory, yet no thread may access the memory (and thus the mutex) after the memory
was freed.
In my implementation I obviated this risky situation by replacing the additional mutex
with IPC mechanism of L4Re. As this mechanism is inherently synchronous, an IPC
operation does not only transfer arbitrary data between two threads but also synchronizes
both communication partners. Furthermore, I was able to use the timeout feature of
the IPC mechanism as an elegant way to implement the timer’s main task—creating
accurate timer events. In contrast to condition variables, IPC on L4Re supports absolute
timeouts, which, in combination with a high scheduling priority of the timer thread,
provide for minimal jitter and drift of consecutive timer events.
3

As the Timer thread tries to insert its KNote into the active list, it acquires the mutex for the shared
memory (to gain safe access to its KQueue) and after that the KQueue’s mutex. The core library,
which is about to destroy the KQueue, already holds the KQueue’s mutex and tries to acquire the
shared memory mutex which it needs (as per the described design) to stop the Timer thread.
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The final implementation is illustrated in figure 3.2 on the preceding page and works
as follows: A Timer thread starts a new cycle by setting up an IPC receive operation
(l4_ipc_wait) whose absolute timeout is equal to the Timer period. If this operation times
out (i.e., one timer period has elapsed) the thread atomically increments the counter,
advances the absolute timeout value by exactly one period and the next cycle starts.
Should the core library send a new instruction, such as an update to the timer period or
a termination command, the IPC will be successful.
When the Timer receives a termination command it frees the shared region of memory
and terminates afterwards. Most importantly, after this rendezvous between the core
library and the Timer thread, neither of them will access the shared memory again. In
addition, the Timer thread will not access any of its external references (its associated
KNote and the KQueue) anymore.

3.5. PThread-Workqueue
The PThread-Workqueue library provides a user application with FIFO work queues,
which execute the work items dispatched to them in a concurrent manner; see also
section 2.4.3.2.
Initially I was determined to make only minimal changes to the code of the GNU/Linux
version of the PThread-Workqueue library (see also section 3.1), just as with the libraries
discussed in preceding sections of this chapter. Over the course of my work, however, it
became apparent that this library would require more extensive modification because
L4Re’s interfaces are not nearly as complex as those of GNU/Linux. L4Re does neither
provide a versatile interface equal to /proc, nor does the system’s standard scheduler
automatically distribute active threads to all available CPUs. Therefore I had to
compensate these missing (yet essential) features by expanding the PThread-Workqueue
library in terms of load assessment as well as load distribution among CPUs. I will
elaborate on these issues in sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 on page 38 and on page 43.
In addition to these functional changes there are also more or less “cosmetic” ones,
such as renaming and repositioning variables or the addition of in-source comments.
Whereas some changes were required for my implementation of a central coordination
server—please refer to section 3.5.2.1 on page 39 for details—I made others simply to
improve the comprehensibility of the source code.

3.5.1. Worker Thread Pools
The PThread-Workqueue library provides two distinct types of work queues, for which
the GNU/Linux implementation maintains two distinct, completely independent worker
thread pools:
Normal Work Queues Workers that serve normal work queues are managed by a dedicated thread of the PThread-Workqueue library. This manager runs in fixed
intervals and queries the /proc pseudo file system for information about the user
application as well as other tasks in the system. If all existent workers are busy
and the current system load allows for it, the manager creates a new worker thread.
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As a special optimization, the last idle worker thread notifies the manager before
it starts processing a work item. Provided there are still computing resources
available, the manager can thus immediately spawn additional workers.
Excess workers, that is workers which stayed idle for too long, are gradually removed
by the manager. For this purpose the manager inserts a special work item (one
with a NULL pointer in place of a function to execute) in the highest-priority work
queue that is currently in use. Whichever worker thread happens to retrieve this
item terminates itself. In any event, the manager will always maintain a predefined
number of idle workers (standby workers) to process new work items without any
noticeable delay.
Overcommit Work Queues Overcommit work queues are not subject to any kind of
central coordination—in particular, there is no manager involved—which greatly
simplifies their worker’s life cycle. Each time a new item arrives in an overcommit
work queue the library checks for idle overcommit workers. If there is one available
it is woken via a dedicated conditional variable; if there is none, a new worker is
created instantly.
When an overcommit worker becomes idle, it waits for a very limited amount of
time by blocking on the condition variable I mentioned in the previous paragraph.
Should new work arrive, the worker is woken up and proceeds to process the new
item. Workers that do not get assigned new work before the grace period is over
simply terminate themselves.
Such a strict separation of thread pools excludes the possibility of workers that migrate
between both pools and, in turn, significantly simplifies thread management. Please also
note, that worker termination within both pools is indeterministic—it is left up to chance
which excess thread is eliminated. This lack of precise control will become significant
when I present my approach for fully utilizing the system’s CPUs (see section 3.5.3 on
page 43).
Work Queue Priority When I introduced PThread-Workqueue in section 2.4.3.2 I
also mentioned that each work queue has a priority that is quite similar to the priority
assigned to ordinary threads. The GNU/Linux implementation contains code that allows
changes to the scheduler priority of a worker so as to match the priority of the item
this worker is currently processing. However, this code lies dormant and a work queue’s
priority is implemented indirectly instead: Whenever a worker thread retrieves a new
item, it scans all active work queues (of the type that the worker services—normal or
overcommit) starting from the highest-priority queue and processes the first item it
encounters this way. From the scheduler’s point of view, though, all workers run at the
same priority. Therefore the scheduler is bound to treat all workers the same and assign
equal shares of the available compute time to each.
In my L4Re port of PThread-Workqueue I tried to directly expose work queue priorities
to the system in such a way that the scheduler prefers high-priority items or rather the
worker threads processing these items. Towards this goal I implemented the missing
parts of the original library’s mechanism of adjusting thread priorities and established
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Figure 3.3. PThread-Workqueue—Server Mode
a mapping between the four PThread-Workqueue priorities and L4Re’s 256 scheduler
priorities. Unfortunately, this led to unexpected behavior in my later benchmarks: Some
of them would halt at arbitrary points whenever I used worker threads with a priority
greater than one (see also section 5.2.1 on page 64). The general problem remained
reproducible, however, the actual error occurred at different points during the execution
without any obvious pattern. Although I was not able to pinpoint the source of this
error precisely, I suspect a conflict with L4Re’s PThreads implementation.

3.5.2. Adaptation to System Load
For the thread pool manager to adapt the set of workers to the current system load, the
PThread-Workqueue library needs some way to determine the actual load on the system
at a given time. The GNU/Linux port of the library, uses the /proc pseudo file system
to query all relevant parameters—that is the number of active (non-blocked) worker
threads of the current task and the total number of active tasks in the system. L4Re, on
the other hand, is designed as a decentralized system with strong isolation properties.
As such it does not offer an interface comparable to /proc nor any other direct way to
determine the state (or even the presence) of other user tasks. Therefore, I needed an
alternative to assess the current system load.
In the course of my work I developed two possible implementations: a central coordination server and a task-local estimator. Both implementations ultimately rely on the
CPU idle time reported by L4Re’s scheduler to deduce the current load; please refer to
section 3.5.2.3 on page 40 for details of this scheme. In addition, the server maintains
communication with all tasks that use PThread-Workqueue and is therefore able to
gather detailed runtime data about these tasks. This way the server can built a more
precise view of the current load situation than from CPU idle time alone. Furthermore,
the server provides coordination among multiple tasks using PThread-Workqueue; for
example it may prevent two tasks from concurrently spawning new workers although the
current load situation only allows for one.
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I started out with the server approach because it appeared promising for its superior
information about the system as a whole. However, due to its disadvantages (discussed in
section 3.5.2.1), later improvements of the local estimator and its inherent incompatibility
with L4Re’s principle of decentralization, I abandoned this approach. Nevertheless, the
once prevalent server mode of PThread-Workqueue has had a lasting influence on the
overall library design. The local estimator was originally intended as a drop-in server
replacement; it is easy to setup and thus most suitable for testing scenarios. Reverting
the various (structural) changes I had made to the library would have cost too much
time without any substantial gain and maybe, in the future, the server approach will
even become an appealing option again.
3.5.2.1. Central Server
The main advantage of a central server in comparison with a purely task-local approach
(such as the estimator I will present in the following section) is its ability to collect very
accurate runtime data from all tasks that rely on PThread-Workqueue for concurrency.
In regular intervals, the server accumulates all data available to it—from its clients
as well as from the scheduler—and uses these to establish and maintain an up-to-date
view of the system. Please refer to section 3.5.2.3 on the following page for a detailed
discussion of the general principles of system load assessment and worker management as
these are shared with the local estimator. From this information the server subsequently
derives optimal new target values for the number of (normal) worker thread of each
client. The server takes full control over this decision, the pool manager of the core
library merely creates or terminates worker threads to meet the target set by the server.
Its central position does not only enable the server to base its decisions on global
information, but also to coordinate the thread pools of its clients; for example to ensure
a fair distribution of workers instead of the “first come, first server” strategy the tasklocal estimator is forced to use. Figure 3.3 on the preceding page illustrates the overall
client–server design I employed for my PThread-Workqueue port on L4Re.
Communication When the user application creates its first work queue, the client
registers at the server via IPC and establishes a single page of shared memory, which is
subsequently used for transparent, zero-overhead communication. I restructured the code
of the PThread-Workqueue library in such a manner that all its internal bookkeeping
data—most notably the total number of (normal) workers and how many of those are
idle—are placed within this page of memory shared with the server. Another part of
the shared page is used by the server as a return channel to each of its clients: The
server specifies the target value for the number of (normal) worker threads to establish,
which the client acts upon. The remainder of the shared page is used by the server for
maintaining client-related data so as to make efficient use of the surplus memory.
The crucial point in this scheme is that both regions, the one written by the client
and the one written by the server, are strictly separated so that each piece of data is
either written by the client or by server, never by both. This strategy avoids the need for
any synchronization because its design precludes concurrent writes to the same location.
The specification of the x86 architecture guarantees that read and write operations on
the integral types of data used are consistent in any case [Cor13, Section 8.2].
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Problems By design the PThread-Workqueue server constitutes a central entity in the
system. Not only does this contradict L4Re’s general principle of decentralization, it
also creates a single point of failure and a potential bottle neck in larger systems.
An even bigger problem are the server’s limitations: It is only able to monitor and
control applications that rely solely on PThread-Workqueue for task-level concurrency.
Even though the server implicitly learns about the system load imposed by traditional
threads from the scheduler, it lacks the means to influence these tasks. Then again,
the server has no actual control over its own clients either; it has to rely on the full
cooperation of all its clients, which may report wrong data or simply ignore the target
values set by the server.
3.5.2.2. Local Estimator
Unlike a central server, the task-local estimator has no means at all to directly collect
information about the state of other tasks in the system; not even about those that
employ PThread-Workqueue. Instead, it relies solely on the scheduler to assess the
current system load and, based on this information, decides how many worker threads
to employ. In section 3.5.2.3 I will explain both processes in detail.
Originally designed as a server replacement, the local estimator uses the same interface
as the server. With both the core library and the estimator running in the same address
space shared memory is readily available. The estimator does not run in a thread of
its own but is invoked by the thread pool manager at the beginning of its periodic run,
mainly to avoid synchronization problems between the two. Just like the server, the
local estimator updates its system view and adjusts the worker target value accordingly.
The manager, in turn, creates or terminates worker threads to match this target value.
Even though I originally introduced this design to conceal the difference between the
server mode and the serverless operation of the PThread-Workqueue library, it also
uncouples manager and estimator. This is a welcome side effect because it allows for
easier adaptation of both. Over the course of my work, the boundaries between estimator
and core library became less defined (compare section 3.5.3.3 on page 45), deprecating
the server in turn.
3.5.2.3. System Load Assessment and Worker Management
Even though L4Re does not disclose any information about other tasks, its scheduler
can be queried about the idle time of each individual CPU in the system [Drea]. The
returned value indicates how many microseconds a given CPU has been idle since the
start of the system. With some further processing it is possible to turn this information
into a useful indicator of the current system load: Once per assessment period (one
second in my current implementation), the server or the task-local estimator retrieves
the idle times of all available CPUs. It maintains a local copy of the retrieved values
and uses them to calculate the idle time of each CPU within the previous assessment
period. The three most recent idle-time values for each CPU are then used to estimate
the current system load and determine the optimum number of (normal) worker threads.
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if ( idle_time [ total ][ current ] > min_idle_time &&
idle_time [ total ][ previous ] > min_idle_time &&
idle_time [ total ][ oldest ]
> min_idle_time ) {
/* create extra worker thread */
}
...
if ( nr_of_threads > nr_of_cpus &&
( idle_time [ total ][ current ] +
idle_time [ total ][ previous ] +
idle_time [ total ][ oldest ]) < min_idle_time ) {
/* terminate non - idle worker thread */
}





Listing 3.1. PThread-Workqueue—Creation/Termination of Extra Worker Threads
Thrashing Unless care is taken, the dynamic creation and termination of worker threads
can easily lead to thrashing —new threads are created just to be terminated after a short
time with both operations causing extra overhead.
As overcommit workers are not coordinated by a manager but spawned whenever
necessary, the only way to reduce thrashing is to delay thread termination. Therefore an
overcommit worker enters a grace period after becoming idle and terminates only when
no new work is assigned to it during this time; see also section 3.5.1.
The number of normal workers, however, is controlled directly by the pool manager, which creates or terminates threads. In the GNU/Linux version of the PThreadWorkqueue library the manager gathers data about the current system load and subsequently uses this information to determine and establish the optimum number of worker
threads. In my port this responsibility lies with the central server or the task-local
estimator, whichever the user chooses. After updating its internal view of the system the
server/estimator determines whether the current number of workers should be adapted
and sets an according target value. In doing so, it uses two strategies to avoid thrashing:
conservative thread creation and gradual termination of idle threads.
Thread Creation Under normal circumstances my PThread-Workqueue implementation
allows one worker per CPU available in the system. If each worker fully utilizes the CPU
it is assigned (see also section 3.5.3 on page 43) this number represents the optimum
because it prevents useless competition among workers. However, a single worker does
not always saturate a CPU. Therefore, the library creates an extra worker thread
whenever the total idle time of the system (i.e., the accumulated idle time of all CPUs
within one assessment period) exceeds a predefined threshold.
In an effort to avoid both, overloading of a CPU and thrashing, I followed a rather
conservative approach: Only a single new thread is allowed in each assessment period. In
addition, the total idle time of the system must exceed a predefined value (100 ms in my
current implementation) for all three recorded assessment periods; see also listing 3.1.
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The GNU/Linux version of PThread-Workqueue features an interesting optimization:
Before the last idle worker starts to process a work item, it notifies the manager, which
will immediately check whether to create an additional worker thread. In this way, the
manager may react quickly when worker threads are “lost” because of work items that
use blocking operations; for example input–output handling or synchronization. However,
due to the way system load assessment works on L4Re I was not able to reproduce this
desirable behavior. Merely activating the manager early does not suffice because in that
case its decision would be based on outdated values for system idle time. Neither is it
an option to update these values at arbitrary times because shorter periods between two
queries about system idle time inevitably lead to less reliable readings.
The lack of this optimization—in combination with the peculiarities of one of the
applications I used for my benchmarks (see section 4.2.1 on page 51)—entailed massive
performance losses due to the time that passes before the manager compensates for a
blocked worker thread; please refer to section 5.2.3.2 on page 70 for more details.
Thread Termination Idle (normal) worker threads are terminated gradually by “accumulating idle seconds”, a technique I adopted from the GNU/Linux version of the library.
All idle threads that exceed a predefined upper bound (idle_threads_threshold) of standby
workers are counted on each assessment period and the results for the different assessment
periods are added up. The counter is reset to zero if no idle workers are found or after at
least one worker was terminated. Another predefined parameter (idle_seconds_threshold)
specifies for how long idle workers are kept and once the sum of “idle seconds” exceeds
this parameter, the target value for workers is decremented accordingly:
if ( nr_of_idle_threads > id le _t hre ad s_ th res ho ld ) {
i d le _ s e co n d s _a c c u mu l a t ed += nr_of_idle_threads ;
}
else {
i d le _ s e co n d s _a c c u mu l a t ed = 0;
}
threads_to_stop = i d l e _s e c o nd s _ a cc u m u la t e d /
,→ id le _s ec ond s_ th res ho ld ;
if ( threads_to_stop > 0)
i d le _ s e co n d s _a c c u mu l a t ed = 0;

The described scheme ensures that the more idle workers there are, the faster they are
cleaned up. On the other hand, it avoids abrupt termination of idle workers and thus
helps to smooth the transition from higher workloads to less demanding ones. Whereas
both parameters involved in the process are currently constants, future performance
optimizations may well apply automatic runtime tuning to them.
If there are more threads than available CPUs, the server/task-local estimator will
also consider terminating non-idle workers. This exception is necessary because the
CPU load imposed by a worker thread is highly dynamic: Each time the worker starts
processing a new work item its load characteristics may change completely. A thread
that barely utilized the CPU at all (think of input–output operations or waiting at
a mutex) can later execute a work item that performs heavy number crunching. If
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there are more worker threads than CPUs and all workers happen to process CPUintensive work items, threads start to compete for computing time which will likely
impede performance.
This termination of extra threads relies on the system idle time, just as their creation
does. I applied a hysteresis scheme here, to prevent thrashing: For the creation of an
extra thread the total idle time has to exceed a pre-set threshold for all three recorded
assessment periods; thread termination, on the other hand, will only commence if the
accumulated total idle time of the system over all three periods falls below said threshold;
see also listing 3.1 on page 41.

3.5.3. Utilization of Available CPUs
As a microkernel, Fiasco.OC provides only mechanisms without enforcing a particular
policy and L4Re’s basic system services try to maintain this property (see also section 2.1).
Consequently its scheduler is kept very simple and, in particular, does not distribute
threads among the CPUs in the system. The scheduler simply runs any thread on the
first available CPU unless it is explicitly instructed to do otherwise. Linux’ scheduler, in
contrast, handles this distribution on its own. Therefore, the GNU/Linux version of the
PThread-Workqueue library merely has to maintain an appropriate number of worker
threads in order to fully utilize all of the system’s CPUs.
On L4Re I had to implement a mechanism that explicitly assigns each worker to a
CPU. As stated in section 3.1, my work is focused on providing GCD (which requires
PThread-Workqueue) on L4Re, not on optimization. For this reason, I started with
a simple round-robin scheme, which I gradually enhanced when my preliminary tests
exposed severe shortcomings. I never based my calculations on the actual CPU load of a
worker, however, because the computational demands of a worker may change each time
it starts to process another work item. Instead I used the number of workers assigned
to each CPU. The assignment of workers to CPUs is permanent (unless workers may
migrate between CPUs; see also section 3.5.3.3 on page 45) so any equal number of
workers on each CPU will lead to a uniform distribution of computational load in the
long run.
3.5.3.1. Round Robin
In my first approach both normal workers and overcommit workers were assigned to the
available CPUs in a simple round-robin fashion. However, tests soon showed that this
strategy may lead to an imbalance when certain CPUs are loaded with many normal
workers while others have only overcommit workers assigned to them. Usually overcommit
work queues are used for short, but important tasks, whereas normal work queues handle
CPU-intensive tasks. At least, this is the use intended by the PThread-Workqueue
library.
In an effort to counter this imbalance I enhanced the simple scheme to handle CPU
assignment independently for both types of workers—still in a round-robin manner
though—when yet another problem arose: Workers are terminated in an uncoordinated
way. Overcommit workers terminate themselves if they stay idle for too long and
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void assign_thread ( pthread_t tid , bool is_oc ) {
static int threads_on_cpu [2][ MAX_CPUS ];
static int next [2];
const int cpu_start = atomic_inc (& cpu_next [ is_oc ]) % MAX_CPUS ;
int min = 2000000; // arbitrary large number
int use , cur = cpu_start ;
do {
if ( threads_on_cpu [ is_oc ][ cur ] < min ) {
min = threads_on_cpu [ is_oc ][ cur ];
use = cur ;
}
cur = ( cur + 1) % MAX_CPUS ;
} while ( cur != cpu_start ) ;
/* assign thread ’ tid ’ to CPU ’ use ’ */
atomic_inc (& threads_on_cpu [ is_oc ][ use ]) ;
}





Listing 3.2. PThread-Workqueue—Assigning a CPU to a Newly Created Worker
although normal workers are coordinated by a manager their termination is not (see also
section 3.5.1). As a consequence, it is possible that, by chance, all workers assigned to
a certain CPU are terminated. This CPU would then be completely idle, while others
might be overloaded. Even worse, newly spawned workers are not necessarily assigned
to the idle CPU either.
3.5.3.2. Balancing
In an effort to ensure a more favorable distribution of workers among all available CPUs,
I introduced a more elaborate mechanism that replaced the simple round-robin allocation.
The library keeps track of the number of workers assigned to each CPU—once again,
separately for normal and overcommit workers. As these counters are only updated by
atomic instructions, there is no need for extra synchronization of access to the data 4 .
With this information, each spawned thread is assigned to the CPU that (at that time)
hosts the smallest number of worker of the respective type.
Again, the basic version of the algorithm causes a problem. When multiple CPUs host
the same number of workers and several new workers are spawned within a short interval
of time, the per-CPU thread counters are not updated in time and all the workers are
assigned to the same CPU. This situation is quite common for overcommit workers but
it also occurs for normal workers when the library starts up and creates a minimal set of
workers for standby.
4

Read-only operations are unproblematic because the x86 architecture itself guarantees their atomic
execution [Cor13, Section 8.2].
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I solved this problem by incorporating the round-robin scheme: The enhanced algorithm
still uses a pair of counters—one for normal workers, one for overcommit workers—for
each CPU in the system to record how many workers of each type are hosted by the
respective CPU. In addition, the library keeps track of the last CPU that received a new
worker; this too is done independently for both types of workers. Now the search for the
CPU hosting the least number of workers starts with the CPU following the one that
received the last worker and another CPU is only preferred if it hosts fewer workers.
Listing 3.2 on the facing page shows a simplified pseudo code implementation of the
final algorithm. Please take note that the values of threads_on_cpu may change while the
loop is active. I accepted this inaccuracy as well as the eventual overflow of cpu_next
because the uncoordinated termination of worker threads turns the whole algorithm into
an approximation anyway.
3.5.3.3. Migration
Finally, I experimented with simple thread migration between CPUs, both to (indirectly)
account for the differences in the CPU utilization of workers and to rebalance the load
when workers were terminated and no new ones are being created.
As discussed in section 3.5.2.2 the local estimator uses the idle times of all CPUs in
order to assess the overall load of the system. For this purpose it maintains a complete
list of the idle time for each single CPU over the course of the last three seconds. I
extended the estimator in such a way, that it also determines the CPU with the greatest
amount of free capacity by calculating a weighted sum of the idle times of each CPU,
whereby more weight is placed on more recent values than on older ones:
weighted_idle_time [ cpu ] = 3 * idle_time [ cpu ][ current ] +
2 * idle_time [ cpu ][ previous ] +
1 * idle_time [ cpu ][ oldest ];

A variable (most_idle_cpu) with global scope holds the final result: the ID of the CPU
with the most idle time. After retrieving a new work item to process, each worker checks
whether it already runs on said CPU and tries to migrate there if that is not the case.
Obviously, this naive implementation would cause all workers (that start processing a
work item) to jump to the chosen CPU and, as a result, overload that CPU. I countered
this problem by introducing a scheme where a worker has to claim the idle CPU by
setting the global variable to a predefined marker value (-1 in my implementation).
Thanks to atomic instructions, which ensure data integrity in the presence of concurrent
access, only a single worker can successfully claim the idle CPU and migrate to it:
int best_cpu = most_idle_cpu ;
// check + try to claim CPU
if ( best_cpu >= 0 &&
compare_exchange (& most_idle_cpu , best_cpu , -1) ) {
// success -- now switch to the new CPU
migrate_to ( best_cpu ) ;
}
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Whereby compare_exchange is a compare-and-swap function that atomically
1. checks whether most_idle_cpu still holds the value that was previously stored in
best_cpu,
2. writes -1 as the new value of most_idle_cpu (thereby claiming the idle CPU for the
current worker thread), provided (1) is the case, and
3. finally returns true.
Should the check in (1) fail, the function will simply return. This indicates that the CPU
has already been claimed by another worker.
Preliminary tests showed, however, that due to the simple design of my migration
algorithm a single worker will often “bounce” between two CPUs—switching to an idle
CPU and going back after processing one work item because the original CPU had
become idle. Furthermore, benchmarks (presented in section 5.2.3.3 on page 75) did
not indicate any significant overall performance impacts, positive or negative, which is
why I decided to disable thread migration for the time being. However, in retrospect my
benchmark workloads turned out to be rather special (see section 5.2.4 on page 78) so
the results may well differ with other applications.
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In order to gauge the overall performance of GCD and the performance of my L4Re
port in particular, I remodeled two multi-threaded applications to use GCD instead
of PThreads. Whereas I discuss the results of my comparative runtime benchmarks
with these applications in section 5.2 on page 64, this chapter addresses the preceding
restructuring process.
After explaining my criteria for the selection of a suitable test application, I will
briefly introduce the chosen programs. To avoid repetition I refrained from describing
my work on each application in detail and instead discuss only those parts of particular interest—problems that occurred in the process and strategies that proved to be
useful.

4.1. Selecting an Application
My intention in remodeling an existing application to evaluate the performance of GCD
was to test the real-life performance impact of using the library. Whereas specifically
created benchmarks (or even micro-benchmarks) are perfect to analyze isolated properties
of an implementation, instrumenting a complex real-life application gives a better
impression of the practical implications. Furthermore, I needed an implementation
to test GCD against. This implementation should be based on one of the competing
technologies for expressing task-level concurrency (see also section 2.2). I deemed
PThreads, the prevalent concurrency library, the best choice for this purpose as I
expected to find a variety of applications from which I could choose for benchmarking.

4.1.1. Requirements
Finding a suitable application for the intended benchmarks actually proved to be difficult
because there are many and sometimes contradicting requirements. In particular, the
application in question . . .
• needs to possess inherent parallelism. Multi-threading cannot improve the performance of programs with little to no concurrency. This situation may well be
interpreted as a rather extreme case of Amdahl’s Law [Amd67].
• must be complex enough to provide realistic results. As I explained previously,
only a complex real-life application can give an impression of real-life performance.
On the other hand, a code base that is too large would have made the remodeling
process impossible in the limited amount of time scheduled for my work.
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• should exhibit a dynamic level of concurrency. An application is dynamic in this
sense when the extent of concurrency varies during its runtime: Phases with few
activities running in parallel alternate with phases of more parallelism. Such
dynamics allow assessing the usefulness of GCD’s automatic adaptation to system
and application load as well as the suitability of my current implementation of the
mechanism (see also sections 2.4 and 3.5.2).
• must have its source code published and preferably use a permissive license that
permits modifications to this code. The availability of the source code is crucial
for remodeling and adapting the application in the first place, whereas a suitable
license allows me to publish these modifications so that others can reproduce my
benchmark results.
• should be already available on L4Re or at least be easily portable to the system.
Any faithful comparison of the original application and its GCD-based version
require both versions to run on the same platform; hardware and software. The
main intent of this experiment is a performance evaluation of my GCD with L4Re
as the software platform. Thanks to L4Re’s high degree of POSIX compliance this
requirement is not difficult to meet though.
Initially, I considered database management systems a promising field—especially
when taking into account that SQLite is readily available on L4Re. It soon became clear
though, that SQLite does not employ threads in its internal design. Although the library
is thread-safe, there is no inherent concurrency and the only source of parallelism is
the application built on SQLite. It was not my intention to create a new application
for my benchmarks, as I explained at the beginning of this section, so I discarded this
option.
Another idea, the remodeling of a network stack, also turned out to be a dead end:
Lightweight IP (lwIP) had previously been ported to L4Re and looked very promising
because it met my requirements. However, the version available was outdated and had
exhibited unpredictable timing behavior in previous experiments. Updating the stack
to a newer version could probably have fixed these issues but was outside the scope of
my work. Therefore I decided not to use lwIP either in order to avoid problems with
inaccurate measurements later on.

4.1.2. Fraktal
In absence of a suitable application (and also to get better acquainted with GCD) I
decided to remodel a simpler application first and found one among the sample programs
of L4Re: Fraktal is a multi-threaded tool that was written using only the native
interface of L4Re. It calculates the Mandelbrot set and, optionally, displays a graphical
representation thereof. Except for its small code base, Fraktal meets the previously
described requirements. The application distributes its computational load across a
set of worker threads by splitting the domain of definition into equal-sized slices. A
dedicated manager thread coordinates this distribution: It prepares all slices and assigns
them to workers in a round-robin fashion, waiting when no idle workers are available.
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Once all slices have been assigned, the manager waits until all workers are finished. The
IPC mechanism of L4Re is employed for all synchronization and each worker shares
a region of memory with the manger for data exchange. Please note that there is no
dependency among the workers because each of them only interacts directly with the
manager.
Numerous parameters (such as the number of slices and threads) are adjustable by the
user at runtime and offer a wide variety of benchmark scenarios. Finally, the computation
time required by different segments varies due to the definition of the Mandelbrot set 1
and thus the application displays dynamic levels of concurrency.
Adaptation to Grand Central Dispatch Thanks to its rather simple functionality
and small code base the conversion of Fraktal from PThreads to GCD its underlying
concurrency library was quickly done. Due to the regular structure of its primary
algorithm, in particular, I was able to redesign Fraktal from scratch and fully adapt it to
the GCD concept of Dispatch Queues. Basically, each slice is processed by a dedicated
Block which, in turn, is dispatched to a Concurrent Queue (see also sections 2.3 and 2.4.1).
Please refer to section 4.2 for a detailed discussion of other useful strategies I devised
during the remodeling process.

4.1.3. Stockfish
The fruitless search for a more complex application to benchmark finally came to an
end when I started to consider games as an option and encountered Stockfish. In order
to discuss Stockfish—an advanced open source chess engine [RKC]—I will need to use
terminology related to artificial intelligence (AI) in general and chess programming in
particular. A thorough introduction to this vast field would be completely outside the
scope of this work, so please refer to sources such as [LC] for detailed explanations of
unfamiliar terms.
Basically, Stockfish builds upon the well-established Minimax algorithm, which is a
standard depth-first search for zero-sum games that is often used in AI. The algorithm is
further improved through a multitude of enhancements and optimizations—from alpha–
beta pruning and iterative deepening to dedicated strategies for opening, midgame and
endgame situations. In addition to these theoretical improvements the implementation
employs numerous performance optimizations for PThreads. Most notably, Stockfish
supports load balancing with up to 64 worker threads and makes extensive use of various
global and thread-local hash tables that cache previously encountered game positions,
thus avoiding their repeated evaluation. The exact number of workers that is used is
chosen according to the number of CPUs available in the system but can be adjusted by
the user.
A new search always starts off with a single thread and is then split up at a particular
point of the search algorithm if specific conditions are met. One such condition is the
1

The Mandelbrot set is defined as the “set of complex c-values for which the orbit of 0 does not escape
under iteration of x2 + c” [Dev]. In order to determine whether a given point of the domain is an
element of the Mandelbrot set, Fraktal uses an iterative algorithm. The sooner the orbit of 0 does
escape for a point under consideration, the sooner this algorithm terminates.
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availability of idle worker threads; another is that the search has reached a depth of
the search tree at which parallelization will actually improve performance. Each time
the search is split in this manner it incorporates all idle workers 2 and creates a new
data structure (Splitpoint) which is subsequently used for communication among all
threads that are involved in this split. In order to prevent data corruption, the Splitpoint
is protected with a mutex. It is of particular importance, that the search process is
designed in a way that barely involves any waiting. This design allows for high CPU
utilization.

Adaptation to Grand Central Dispatch Adapting Stockfish to use GCD instead of
PThreads was much harder than remodeling Fraktal had been. Despite its extensive
documentation—including source code comments as well as detailed descriptions of the
used algorithms—the complex, highly-optimized structure of Stockfish makes it difficult
to comprehend. Due to its multitude of optimizations, in particular, even small changes
may have tremendous consequences in terms of correctness and performance.
Whereas I was initially determined to restructure Stockfish from scratch as I had
done with Fraktal, I soon had to give up on these ambitions. As I lacked both time and
expertise in the field of AI programming, I was unable to adapt the used algorithms and
limited myself to modifications of the implementation as such. Even though I finally
managed to remodel the application to run on top of GCD, it became apparent during
the process that Stockfish’s basic algorithm (Minimax, a depth-first search) and the
mechanisms that GCD offers are incompatible in many ways. GCD’s central concept
of a FIFO queue is perfectly fit for the implementation of a breadth-first search yet
unsuitable for a depth-first approach. Furthermore, the required adaptations disable
important performance optimizations; in particular the previously described thread-local
caches are reduced to being short-lived and Block-local, which almost completely defeats
their purpose. In section 4.3 on page 58 I will elaborate these problems further and
discuss the way in which I managed to diminish these negative effects of the remodeling
process.
Basically, a Concurrent Dispatch Queue and the synchronization mechanism of GCD
(see section 2.4.2) are used to replace the workers threads of the PThreads implementation. While the Splitpoint data structure remained in place, I was able to significantly reduce its size and complexity thanks to the variable capture properties of
Blocks (see section 2.3.2). Unfortunately, splits of the search do not correspond to
the levels of the search tree in Stockfish’s design and there is no way to determine
the optimal number of Blocks to generate for a split. Please keep in mind that in
the original PThreads implementation the number of available workers limits this split
factor. Each time the search splits a fixed number of Blocks is created instead. Over
the course of my later benchmark tests (presented in section 5.2.3.2 on page 70) I
evaluated how this number affects the overall performance of the GCD version of
Stockfish.
2

As a matter of fact not all idle workers can be employed because Stockfish uses the helpful master
extension of the Young Brothers Wait Concept.
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4.2. Strategies
The paradigm of GCD differs fundamentally from the traditional use of threads and this
complicates the remodeling of existing applications; see also section 4.3 on page 58.
In the following sections I will present a number of general strategies I developed
during my work on Fraktal and Stockfish and which proved useful for this process. Please
note, that I omit the mandatory error checking in code samples presented to keep them
short and concise.

4.2.1. Fork–Join Structure
Often there are situations where just a small part of an algorithm may run in parallel.
The results produced by this part, however, are required before the algorithm can
continue its execution.
A combination of a Concurrent Dispatch Queue and a dedicated Dispatch Group (see
also sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2) are the best way to express this scheme with the mechanisms
of GCD. All concurrently executing items—either Blocks or ordinary functions—are
dispatched to the Concurrent Queue in an asynchronous manner and at the same time
become members of the Group (dispatch_group_async). This approach ensures a maximum
of concurrency as well as an easy way to continue once all items in the Group have
finished their work. The optimal solution in full compliance with GCD’s paradigm of
asynchronous dispatching would have the Group release a finalizer Block once all its
members are done. In this case, there occurs no blocking at all, which benefits overall
performance.
However, existing applications that are built on PThreads are usually designed to avoid
concurrency and therefore do not allow for the use of this optimal design; a problem
I will discuss in section 4.3.1. When remodeling such an application the only possible
choice is to wait until all members of the Group complete (dispatch_group_wait). It would
require a complete redesign of the application to fully adapt it to GCD. Unfortunately,
as long as the queue item waits for the Group (or rather for its members) to finish, the
worker thread running this item remains blocked.
Even though the underlying PThread-Workqueue library will sooner or later compensate for the blocked worker by spawning a new one (provided the current system
load allows an additional thread 3 ), additional threads mean additional management
overhead and have a negative impact on the overall performance of the application. This
effect is aggravated by the L4Re port of the library because the implementation lacks an
optimization (see section 3.5.2.3) that significantly reduces the time until a new worker
becomes available.
In the remodeled version of Stockfish I tried to reduce the described effect. When
the search splits up, a fixed number of Blocks is generated and all of them—except for
one—are handled according to the scheme presented in this section: The Blocks are
asynchronously dispatched to a Concurrent Queue and a Group is used to keep track
of their status of completion. The last remaining Block, however, is invoked directly,
3

If the system is too busy to allow for the creation of a new worker, no harm is done either as all CPUs
are fully utilized anyway.
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delaying the moment when the worker thread is blocked to the time after this Block has
been executed. In the best case, all other Blocks are already complete at this point so
blocking is avoided altogether.

4.2.2. Loops
Standard for loops can be unrolled conveniently with GCD’s dispatch_apply function,
which basically dispatches a new item for every iteration of the original loop. However,
not all loop constructs can be parallelized so easily.
4.2.2.1. Input Loop
Often, an application employs a dedicated thread for the sole purpose of input processing
and the respective thread runs an infinite loop in which it waits for and handles user
input. The most intuitive approach to recreate this behavior with the mechanisms of
GCD is a Dispatch Source that monitors the standard input file descriptor. Unfortunately, my current L4Re port of KQueue does not feature the Filter required for
Sources of this type (see also section 3.4.2) which ruled this solution out. As I did
not want to resort to using traditional PThreads either, I had to come up with an
alternative.
Dedicated Serial Dispatch Queue For Stockfish this alternative was a dedicated Serial
Dispatch Queue on which one single item (containing the original infinite loop) runs
forever. Due to the properties of Serial Queues or rather the overcommit work queues
they are built on (see also section 2.4.3.2) this approach admittedly results in the creation
of a dedicated thread. Yet it fits better into the general design of an application built on
GCD.
Self-Enqueueing Block As a variation, it is also possible get rid of the infinite loop
and create a Block instead that contains the original loop’s body and subsequently
dispatches itself again. Optionally, a short delay may be introduced (dispatch_after),
which reduces the resulting load when the Block does not need to run continuously
as is the case for input processing. Please see listing 4.1 on the next page for a code
sample. It is important that the Block reference which holds the self-enqueueing Block is
declared with either the __block or the static modifier so that the variable is captured by
reference. Otherwise the Block would capture an uninitialized version of the reference,
the dispatching of which leads to undefined behavior.
The main advantage of this approach is that the Serial Dispatch Queue may be
used for other Blocks as well and I initially applied it in the remodeling of Fraktal as
well. The application can handle user input via JDB, the kernel debugger of Fiasco.OC
(l4kd_inchar), however, this function is as low-level as it can be and always returns
immediately, with the return value indicating whether or not input was available.
Therefore I used the delayed re-enqueue operation (dispatch_after) to avoid behavior
similar to busy waiting.
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// run by dedicated thread
while (1) {
/* do work */
}



(a) PThreads
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__block void (^ block ) ( void ) ;
block = ^{
/* do work */
dispatch_after ( /* when */ ,
/* queue */ ,
block ) ;
};
dispatch_async ( /* queue */ ,
block ) ;





(b) GCD

Listing 4.1. Input Processing Loop
Timer Dispatch Source Later, however, I came up with a third, more elegant solution
than re-equeueing Blocks as I just described: A Timer Dispatch Source dispatches a
Block, which contains the original (infinite) loop’s body, to an arbitrary Dispatch Queue
in regular, short intervals. So in the case of remodeling the JDB input processing of
Fraktal, the Block checks for new input and processes it, if there is any. For the sake of
simplicity I used one of GCD’s standard Queues as target for the Timer.
When using this approach, it is important that the processing of each Block must not
take longer than the Timer period. If it does, more and more Blocks will accumulate.
In this case, it is advisable to use the previously described technique of a re-enqueuing
Block because it guarantees that a new instance of the Block is only dispatched after
the current one finished. However, as the processing of input from JDB is fast this was
not an issue with Fraktal.
4.2.2.2. Enclosing while Loop
There are situations where a for loop (or any other construct with inherent concurrency)
is contained within a while loop. In contrast to for loops, a while loop cannot be unrolled
easily because the exit condition usually depends on the loop’s body. Therefore, the body
must be completely processed before it is known whether the loop will run another time.
A straightforward way to express this dependency in GCD would be the one I described
in section 4.2.1: Create a new Dispatch Group and use it to wait for the parallel section
within the while loop to complete and then resume serial execution.
There is a better solution, though, in case the function that contains the outer while
loop (func in listing 4.2 on the following page) runs asynchronously, that is it may return
without providing a result while the actual processing is still in progress. Once the
function finishes the (out-of-line) processing, it dispatches a Block that signals completion,
communicates the final result or does whatever the developers deems appropriate. This
completely asynchronous approach is how GCD is designed to work.
Now, provided the function itself is asynchronous, the outer while loop can be split up
into two asynchronous parts as well. In this particular case the parallelization of the
inner for works without waiting: Once again, the key is a Block that re-enqueues itself,
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void func ( void ) {
/* preprocessing 1 */
while ( condition ) {
/* preprocessing 2 */
for (...) { /* for body */ }
/* postprocessing 2 */
}
/* postprocessing 1 */
}




(a) PThreads—Original Loop with Latent Inner Concurrency
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void func ( void ) {
static dispatch_queue_t queue ;
static dispatch_group_t group ;
static void (^ block ) ( void ) ;
queue = disp atch _que ue_cr eate ( " " , D I SP A T C H _ Q U E U E _ C O N C U R R E N T ) ;
group = disp atch _gro up_cr eate () ;
/* preprocessing 1 */
block = ^{
// stop re - enqueue cycle
if (! condition ) {
/* postprocessing 1 ( should signal result ) */
dispatch_release ( group ) ;
return ;
}
/* preprocessing 2 */
for (...) {
dispatch_group_async ( group , queue , ^{ /* for body */ }) ;
}
// exeutes after all Group members complete
dis patc h_gr oup_n otif y ( group , queue , ^{
/* postprocessing 2 */
dispatch_async ( queue , block ) ; // re - enqueue the Block
}) ;
};
dispatch_async ( queue , block ) ; // start the process
}




(b) GCD—Exposing Inner Concurrency

Listing 4.2. Parallelization of a Section Within in a while Loop
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class Data {
...
public :
dispatch_queue_t q_access ;
Data (...) {
...
q_access = dis patc h_que ue_c reat e ( " " , DIS PATC H_QU EUE_S ERIA L ) ;
}
~ Data () {
...
dispatch_release ( q_access ) ;
}
};
...
__block Data d ;
dispatch_sync ( d . q_access , ^{ /* access ’d ’ */ }) ;





Listing 4.3. Synchronization of Operations on an Object
but this time it also needs to check the exit condition of the while loop in order to break
the otherwise endless cycle at some point. Listing 4.2 on the preceding page shows a
generalized example—please pay particular attention to the negated exit condition at
the start of the Block and also to the fact that the original construct’s overall structure
is “turned upside down”.
The same basic strategy can theoretically be employed for nested loops of arbitrary
depth but the resulting design will quickly become overly complicated and difficult to
comprehend. Also, the restriction I stated at the beginning of this section still applies.
The function containing the original loop(s) must be allowed to return before it final
result is available. In other words, it must run asynchronously. Coincidentally, this was
the reason why I was not able to apply this technique during my work on Stockfish in
the end.

4.2.3. Synchronization
In section 2.4.2 I introduced some common schemes for replacing PThreads synchronization mechanisms with GCD constructs. I will not reiterate those here but present higherlevel strategies that built on and extend these basic mechanisms.
4.2.3.1. Serializing Operations on an Object
Stockfish is written entirely in C++ and for this reason I frequently had to protect
access to objects shared by multiple threads (or rather Blocks). In such a situation it
is advisable to add a new public member variable to the respective class that holds a
dedicated Serial Dispatch Queue, which will subsequently be used for any concurrent
access to the object. Please refer to listing 4.3 for a code sample.
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As an alternative option I also considered a completely transparent encapsulation of
access to member variables: Here the dedicated Serial Dispatch Queue is introduced as
a private member variable and thread-safe access methods are added to the class. These
methods use the Serial Queue to serialize access to the actual data of the object. Although
this approach seems more elegant at first glance because it conceals all synchronization
within the object, it has one major flaw: There is no way to access multiple member
variables atomically, except through additional methods for this exact purpose. Even if
such methods exist, it remains impossible to retrieve a value from the object, process it
and write the results back to the object in one single atomic transaction. Furthermore,
any access to the object will go through its Serial Queue, even if the object instance is
used exclusively by a single thread or Block.
4.2.3.2. Write Access to Captured Local Variables
One of the most intriguing properties of Blocks is their ability to capture all variables in
scope at the time of the Block’s definition. However, as stated in section 2.3.2, captured
local variables are read-only within the body of the Block.
When reading shared data, a copy is usually stored in a local variable for further
processing or to avoid the extra synchronization overhead cause by accessing the shared
version when the data is needed again. With GCD, a dedicated Serial Dispatch Queue is
typically used to implement safe concurrent access to shared data (see also section 2.4.2).
But the Block that is being dispatched to this queue to access and retrieve the data
cannot write the captured local variables of the environment it was created in.
This problem is typically solved by using a __block variable instead of an ordinary
local variable. However, a variable with block storage duration is always accessed via
a pointer indirection [Teab] which may affect the application’s overall performance;
especially if the technique is used often. Furthermore it involves more modifications to
the application that is being remodeled. The situation is reminiscent of a C function
whose parameters are passed by value. Modifications made by the function are not
visible to its caller. Pointers are used to achieve call-by-reference semantics instead and
I adopted this scheme to grant Blocks write access to captured local variables.
Whenever a Block required write access to a local variable, I created a pointer so that
the Block may write the original local variable via this pointer. Although the pointer
itself is still captured by value, the variable it references may be written.
void func ( void ) {
int local = 23;
...
int * local_p = & local ;
dispatch_sync ( q_mutex , ^{ * local_p = 42; }) ;
// local == 42
}

Please keep in mind though, that the variable which is accessed via the newly created
pointer is located on the stack of the current function. While the pointer, which is
captured by the Block will be conserved for the lifetime of this Block, the local variable
it references will be destroyed along with the stack when the current function returns.
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Figure 4.1. Hierarchy of Dispatch Queues
Therefore, the discussed scheme will only work reliably when the Block is dispatched
synchronously. On the other hand, this is normally case in the described scenario of
access serialization.

4.2.4. Stack/LIFO Queue
Even though GCD offers various methods to dispatch items to one of its Queues, there
is no way to exert full control over this process or modify the item once it has been
placed in a queue. Neither is it possible to remove items from a queue nor does the
library support the insertion of items at positions other than the end of a queue. These
restrictions become a problem when implementing techniques that are incompatible with
the simple FIFO approach of GCD.
I had to deal with this issue when I remodeled Stockfish and realized that using a
FIFO queue for parallel execution of different parts of the search process effectively
transformed the original depth-first search into a breadth-first search. Although this
(unintended) modification of Stockfish’s core algorithm does not affect the correctness
of the application, it severely impairs several performance optimizations, the most
significant of which is alpha–beta pruning.
Later on, I came upon an interesting approach to emulate the insertion of items at
the beginning of a queue by using a combination of two Dispatch Queues (one being the
target of the other) and queue suspension [Ste11, “Jumping the Queue”]. Building on
this basic idea I devised a technique that would allow me to maintain the properties of
Stockfish’s original depth-first search: A hierarchy of Dispatch Queues with one dedicated
queue for each depth level of the search tree. The target of each of these queues is the
queue corresponding to the next-deeper level; please refer to figure 4.1 for an illustration.
When the search process reaches a new level of depth (depth) and the search is split up,
new Blocks are dispatched to the queue associated with the level of depth just entered
(q_work[depth]). At the same time, the queue associated with the previous, lower level
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(q_work[depth-1]) is suspended and will stop processing items 4 . Therefore, only Blocks
working on the current, highest search depth are still being processed. Once all these
Blocks have been completed, the suspension is lifted and Blocks working on the nextlower level of the search tree are processed once again.
Even though this approach did not work out with Stockfish (as I will elaborate in
section 4.3.2 on the next page) it can still be useful for similar problems or, with little
adaptation, provide a priority queue with an arbitrary number of priorities.

4.3. Problems And Lessons Learned
Remodeling Fraktal was the first task during which I actually worked with GCD on a
deeper level. Therefore it took me some time to become acquainted with the library, for
example, when to release manually created Dispatch Queues or how to make optimal
use of the library’s synchronization mechanisms. The simple structure and small code
base of Fraktal made the application relatively easy to understand and remodel.
Stockfish, on the other hand, is in a completely different league, both in terms of
complexity and code size. This statement does not only refer to the inherent complexity of
the search algorithm used by Stockfish, but also to the layers of performance optimizations
employed by the application. In the remainder of this chapter I will discuss major
obstacles I encountered during my remodeling efforts and try generalize them.

4.3.1. Concurrency Avoidance
Applications that are based on traditional threads usually avoid concurrency whenever
possible because threads are rather tedious to handle and introduce unpredictable
timing behavior into the application. What is more, threads need to be managed on
top of the actual task the application is supposed to accomplish. For these reasons,
concurrency is employed sparsely with traditional threads: The majority of the code base
is sequential code and only selected parts are parallelized to enable a better performance
on modern systems. Usually the results produced by the threads in these parallel parts
are subsequently collected and the application goes back to serial execution. Although
this structure is reminiscent of Open MP (see section 2.2.2.3) it is also very common in
applications that use other libraries to manage traditional threads.
GCD, on the other hand, propagates the opposite approach and the library’s motto
(“Islands of Serialisation in a Sea of Concurrency”) was chosen with good reason: With
GCD concurrency is more convenient to handle and becomes the standard case whereas
serialization is only enforced when this is strictly required to ensure correct results. In
other words, whatever may run in parallel should run in parallel.
For this reason most PThreads-based applications require a full redesign (which may
even extend to the underlying algorithms) if they are to be fully adapted to GCD. While
I managed to accomplish this task with the rather small Fraktal, Stockfish proved to be
too big and complex to make changes of this magnitude.
4

Please note, that at this point all queues with lower levels (q_work[depth-2] to q_work[0]) have
already been suspended because a new search starts at depth level zero and only gradually enters
higher levels of the search tree.
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4.3.2. Simplicity of Dispatch Queues
GCD strives to simplify concurrent programming—the whole library is centered around
the concept of versatile Dispatch Queues (introduced in section 2.4.1). While this
approach allows for a convenient parallelization of applications, it also limits developers
in their choice of algorithms or at least complicates the use of schemes that do not fit
easily into GCD’s FIFO queue scheme.
During my work on Stockfish, for example, the limited interface of GCD forced me to
change the semantics of the original code by turning a depth-first search into a breadthfirst search. Concurrent Dispatch Queues are the main mechanism offered by the library
to enable parallel execution of multiple parts of an application. Stockfish recursively
splits up its search process; in the context of GCD this results in the creation of new
Blocks. Yet, as a new Block can only be inserted at the end of a queue, all the Blocks in
the queue are bound to have run before the new ones are processed. These older Blocks,
however, represent game positions from further up in the search tree and therefore the
result is a breadth-first search. In fact, a FIFO queue is a typical implementation of
a breadth-first search whereas a depth-first search would use a stack or a LIFO queue
instead.
Changing these basic principles of the search algorithm defeats many of Stockfish’s
performance optimizations such as alpha–beta pruning. Unfortunately, I did not fully
realized this problem until my benchmarks showed unexpectedly low results for the
restructured version of Stockfish while the results for Fraktal remained similar to those
achieved the the original PThreads implementation—please refer to section 5.2.3 on
page 66 for details.
In an effort to counter this problem I tried to emulate a LIFO queue with the
mechanisms of GCD by creating a hierarchy of Dispatch Queues. Please refer to
section 4.2.4 for a full description of this technique. Stockfish, however, does not
split the search when a new level of the search tree is entered but only after the first
move on this level has been completely analysed. This property defeated the original
stack emulation scheme, which would have required to suspend the Dispatch Queue
associated with the current level of the search tree when the next level is entered.
Modifications of the basic search algorithm were not an option either, as discussed in
section 4.1.3.
In an alternative approach I adapted the scheme so that the lower-level queues would
be suspended whenever a split in the search occurs. This approach does not restore a
proper depth-first search, but with only those queues active that are associated with the
two deepest levels of the current search tree, the negative impact of the shift towards a
breadth-first search would (hopefully) be weaker.
Another design feature of Stockfish, however, defeated even this stripped-down version
of the original scheme: Under certain conditions, an active search initiates a supplementary search, which will inevitably start at depth zero of a new search tree. Unfortunately,
at this point only those two Dispatch Queues that are associated with the deepest active
levels of the “main” search tree may process items. For this reason the new search is
bound to freeze when it is split for the first time because the Blocks spawned at the split
will be dispatched to (suspended) lower-level queues.
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Nevertheless, I had already implemented the queue hierarchy so I decided to use
this adapted version of Stockfish for my benchmarks as well. There was at least a
chance that even without suspending lower-level queues, the mere presence of the queue
hierarchy would effect the order in which Blocks are processed and thus improve the
overall performance of the search. The benchmark results (presented in section 5.2.3.3
on page 75), however, did not confirm this assumption.

4.3.3. Optimization is Bad
Stockfish does not only feature algorithmic optimizations. Its developers strive hard to
make the best possible use of the traditional threads concept and this includes a wellconsidered placement of critical variables, many of which are hash tables caching results
from processing-intensive evaluations for later reuse. Although these optimizations did
not interfere with the remodeling process, their absence resulted in a very poor overall
performance of the final GCD version of Stockfish.
Global Data Several essential parameters of the overall search process are held by
global variables; most likely for both performance reasons and ease of access. Thread
synchronization mechanisms (such as mutexes) as well as the program design itself
protect the consistency of this data. An example for the latter approach are variables
that are read by all threads but only written by one specific thread. The x86 architecture
guarantees that reads and writes of the used data types are carried out in a single
operation [Cor13, Section 8.2], which prevents data corruption and makes this scheme
safe to use.
The global variables related to the search process prevented the introduction of
concurrent searches in the course of the remodeling. A single search, on the other hand,
can fully utilize all available resources easily thus further parallelization would probably
not benefit the overall performance.
Thread-Local Data The heavy use of caching hash tables turned out to be a much
bigger problem than the global data because for performance reasons three of these
tables are stored as thread-local variables. The various instances of these tables (one for
each thread) are never synchronized with each other. Instead the isolation properties of
thread-locality even allow each thread to safely maintain and use pointers to the cached
data over the course of the search process without any risk of concurrent modifications.
During my remodeling work on Stockfish, I initially employed what could be called
“block-local” versions of these caches: Each newly spawned Block creates its own private
version so as to maintain the isolation Stockfish relies on. Fortunately, the underlying
hash tables do not require any actual initialization because the values requested by the
search process that are not yet available from the cache, will be generated on the fly,
stored in the cache and returned just as if the data had been in the cache all along.
However, the benchmarks of the resulting implementation exhibited massive performance
losses (see section 5.2.3.3 on page 75). After further investigation I realized that my
approach of creating a new cache instance with every Block lead to a situation where
almost none of the values were reused anymore. Soon after or even before the time of
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reuse, a split occurs and a new batch of Blocks with empty instances of all formerly
thread-local caches is created. The nature of the iterative deepening search algorithm (see
also section 4.1.3) with its regular re-evaluation of previously analysed game situations
only aggravates the problem.
Restructuring the search to access global versions of the affected caches was out of
the question as this would have required adapting large parts of the code. Instead, I
employed a trick to reintroduce thread-local storage to Stockfish: Even though GCD does
not offer any way to create thread-local storage, the underlying PThread-Workqueue
library builds on ordinary PThreads, which do support thread-local storage (see also
sections 2.2.2.1, 2.4.3.2 and 3.5). In general it is not predictable which Block will be run
by which worker thread. However, in this particular case that does not pose a problem
because it does not matter at all which particular cache is used by a specific Block as in
this case the only point of thread-locality is to avoid synchronization.
This reintroduction of thread-local, long-living caches did indeed improve performance
tremendously. Please refer to section 5.2.3.2 for a detailed discussion of the respective
benchmark results.
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In this chapter I evaluate GCD and my L4Re port of its infrastructure in terms of code
size, performance and usability.

5.1. Code Size
In the field of microkernels the size of an application’s trusted computing base (TCB)
plays an important role. The TCB of any application comprises all parts of the system
(both hardware and software) that this particular application needs to trust or rely on
to faithfully provide its own services. As software is inherently error-prone, a small TCB
is preferable for the sake of security and stability.
High-level libraries such as GCD have a significant impact on the TCB; even more
so when the library itself is built on lower-level libraries, which is the case for GCD.
Therefore, I measured the code size of all libraries required for using GCD on L4Re—
please refer to table 5.1 on the next page for the results. While the supporting libraries,
Blocks, KQueue and PThread-Workqueue, are rather small, GCD itself adds almost
13,000 SLOC (Source Lines of Code) to the TCB. However, not all of the library’s
code is actually in use when only GCD’s core features (i.e., Dispatch Queues and the
associated dispatch mechanisms) are used by an application.
Please also note that I deliberately omitted the PThreads library even though it is
required to use GCD. Most applications use PThreads to manage threads on L4Re so
the library is usually part of a multi-threaded application’s TCB anyway and not specific
to GCD as the other libraries are.
Aside from the code size of each library, table 5.1 shows the amount of changes I
had to make to the respective GNU/Linux version. These are a rough indicator of how
expensive (in terms of programming effort) future updates will be—more changes mean
more code to merge. I used David A. Wheeler’s “SLOCCount” for determining the
source code size, whereas the information about changes to the code was taken from
the Git revision control system. The values obtained from Git are, in fact, considerable
overestimations of the changed code as the mechanism used cannot distinguish between
actual modifications to the source code on the one hand and non-functional changes (e.g.,
mere rearrangement of code or added comments) on the other hand. Just as expected, I
managed to keep the changes to GCD to a bare minimum whereas KQueue and especially
PThread-Workqueue required a thorough revision to work with L4Re. The vast amount
of changes to the PThread-Workqueue library originates from the supplemental code I
added to handle system load assessment and load distribution among all available CPUs
(see also sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3).
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Library Name
(L4Re package)

on L4Re

added

removed

Block Runtime
(libblocks)

600

0

0

KQueue
(libkqueue)

2,200

600

400

PThread-Workqueue
(libpthread_workqueue)

1,700

2,200

1,500

Grand Central Dispatch
(libdispatch)

12,800

100

20

total

17,300

2,900

1,920

Table 5.1. The size of each library’s implementation on L4Re (in SLOC) and changes
in comparison to the GNU/Linux versions (measured in raw lines of text).
All values are rounded.

5.2. Performance
As a new paradigm to express task-level parallelism GCD has to prove its competitiveness
against other mechanisms already established in this field; see also section 2.2.2 wherein
I introduced the most common techniques. For this purpose, I conducted various
benchmark tests that use the two programs described in chapter 4—Fraktal and Stockfish.
Both applications originally employed PThreads for task-level concurrency and I created
modified versions that built on GCD instead. Measuring and comparing the runtimes
of both versions provides a good indicator for evaluating the performance of GCD’s
infrastructure.
Expectations The original PThreads versions of Fraktal and especially Stockfish are
highly optimized for parallel performance with little to no dormant concurrency. Considering the additional complexity of GCD and my approach to make minimal modifications
to all involved libraries (see section 3.1), I expected to see a performance penalty for
using GCD in comparison to the original PThreads implementation. Most probably
this penalty would be significantly higher for Stockfish than for Fraktal, as the former
application’s remodeling involved blocking operations as part of its recursive splitting of
the search (see also section 4.3).

5.2.1. Setup
I conducted my benchmarks on a machine with an Intel Core i5-3550 processor (4 physical/logical cores; 3.30 GHz; 6 MB L3 cache) and about 3 GB of available RAM because
32 bit builds of Fiasco.OC, L4Re and Debian GNU/Linux 7.0 (testing) were used.
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Initially I had no intention to use GNU/Linux for my tests, yet massive problems
with the GCD version of Stockfish on L4Re forced me to reconsider this approach. Even
though Stockfish would start up and run normally on L4Re for up to several minutes,
the application reproducibly stopped dead at an arbitrary point during its execution.
The effect itself occurred repeatedly, the exact point at which the program would freeze,
however, was different during each run and did not follow any recognizable pattern
either.
At first, I suspected errors introduced during the remodeling process of Stockfish as
there were no such problems with the less complex Fraktal. In an effort to rule this
possibility out I ran the GCD version of Stockfish on GNU/Linux, where, to my surprise,
it worked without any problems. In combination with the strange timing behavior of
the bug, this discovery prompted me to investigate issues related to multi-threading in
my L4Re port of PThread-Workqueue because I had barely modified GCD itself and the
error seemed to be unrelated to event handling (and therefore to KQueue).
However, I did not find any coding errors and thus kept on using GNU/Linux for
further benchmarks of my experimental optimizations for Stockfish to make the best
of the situation. Only much later and through extensive testing I found out that the
hang-ups were caused by PThread-Workqueue worker threads being assigned higherthan-default scheduling priorities; a constellation that presumably conflicted with L4Re’s
PThreads implementation; see also section 3.5.1. Although fixing this problem finally
allowed me to run the remodeled version of Stockfish on L4Re, the runtimes on L4Re
turned out to be extraordinary long (refer to section 5.2.3.2 on page 70) which made
a complete rerun of all benchmark tests impossible due to the time constraints on my
work. Instead, I discuss some of my experimental optimizations of Stockfish based on
the benchmark results gathered on GNU/Linux in section 5.2.3.3 on page 75.

5.2.2. Benchmarks
In sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 I introduced Fraktal and Stockfish and briefly described their
respective work load. Both programs feature an integrated benchmark mode, which I
built upon to collect reliable measurements for my analysis of GCD’s performance:
• Fraktal’s benchmark computes the Mandelbrot set for a specific, predefined domain
of definition. As this calculation takes too little time on modern hardware to allow
for reliable results, one benchmark run consists of 40 repetitions for which the
total runtime is measured. Once such a cycle is complete the number of worker
threads is adjusted and the next cycle starts.
• The benchmark that comes with Stockfish uses a set of 16 predefined game positions
and measures the total runtime required for their analysis. Various parameters,
such as the stop criterion for the search (mate, maximum search depth, time
limit . . .) and the number of worker threads to use can be specified before the
benchmark starts.
I did not use either of these benchmark directly, but introduced extra wrapper code
that sets all relevant parameters (discussed along with the actual measurements in
sections 5.2.3.1 and 5.2.3.2 on the following page and on page 70), runs the original
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benchmark and takes its runtime. For each individual benchmark configuration ten
consecutive runs are measured—I will refer to this pack of ten as benchmark pass. By
considering the average runtime of a complete pass rather than that of a single run
random effects on the measurements can be eliminated (as far as possible). For each
pass a single parameter of the respective benchmark is modified. Then one (Stockfish)
or three (Fraktal) “warm up” run(s) follow that allow(s) the system, and in particular
PThread-Workqueue, to adapt itself to the new work load. The reduced number of warm
up runs for Stockfish is due to the much longer runtime for this benchmark.
Because L4Re’s scheduler does not automatically distribute threads among the available
CPUs (see section 3.5.3), I also had to add supplementary code for this purpose to
the original PThreads versions of both programs. Otherwise my evaluation would have
compared a GCD version (which is utilizing all the system’s CPUs) to a PThreads
version that runs on only one CPU. Although Fraktal was designed for L4Re in the first
place and thus already included suitable code, it did not allow creating more worker
threads than CPUs available in the system. However, one of my benchmark scenarios is
designed to intentionally overload the system with threads to emulate real-life situations
in which a multi-threaded application expects more CPUs than the system actually has.
I replaced the existent CPU-assignment code in Fraktal with a basic scheme for the
assignment of workers to CPUs in a round-robin fashion and did the same for Stockfish.
In contrast to PThread-Workqueue (see also section 3.5.3.2) worker termination is not
an issue here: While Fraktal never terminates workers at all (idle workers remain blocked
in an IPC operation), Stockfish always terminates excess worker threads deterministically
in a “created last, terminated first” fashion. In my round-robin scheme I compensated
for the latter by adjusting to which CPU a new thread is assigned after a worker has
been terminated.

5.2.3. Measurements
Whenever not explicitly stated otherwise, all benchmarks discussed in the following
sections were run on Fiasco.OC/L4Re and follow the previously described procedure.
Each benchmark pass comprises one or three warm-up run(s) followed by ten consecutive
runs whose average runtime constitutes the final result of the pass. These raw results for
each benchmark pass are available in appendix A on page vii. Please note, though, that
I did not include the more detailed values for each individual run.
5.2.3.1. Fraktal
In the evaluation of Fraktal two benchmark parameters are being used: One parameter
both version of the application have in common is the number slices into which the
Mandelbrot set’s domain is split to distribute the computational load among all workers.
Therefore, this partitioning determines the amount of concurrency exposed to the two
competing concurrency libraries. For the PThreads version of Fraktal I additionally
modified the number of worker threads used in each pass. However, GCD does not offer
an equivalent adjustment option because GCD’s Concurrent Queues do not limit the
number of items running in parallel (see also section 2.4.1). Therefore, I resorted to
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a private, undocumented interface of the library (dispatch_queue_set_width) that does
allow this type of restriction. This way I was able to mirror the original benchmark very
closely.
Results Both versions of Fraktal exhibit similar results as illustrated by figure 5.1 on
the next page. For the benchmark passes with only one slice (i.e., an undivided domain;
indicated in the diagrams by “1 × 1”) the average runtimes are identical. They always
amount to about 3.5 seconds, no matter which version of the application is used. The
number of employed Blocks/threads is not of importance either as the workload consists
of only one item so this benchmark pass equals a sequential version of Fraktal.
When additional threads become available to the PThreads version, the required
runtime quickly drops until the minimum of circa 1.5 seconds is reached. At this point
there is one worker running on each of the system’s four CPUs. Interestingly enough,
the total runtime does not increase again, even when there are more active threads
than physical CPUs. This behavior is due to the design of Fraktal. The workers do
not share any data (among each other) but each worker only interacts with the central
managing thread of the application. Therefore the excess workers do not cause any extra
synchronization overhead and the scheduling overhead for multiplexing all workers on
the available CPUs is negligible in this context.
Three of the PThreads benchmark passes are of particular interest: four slices (2 × 2)
with two worker threads, four slices (2 × 2) with three worker threads and 16 slices
(4 × 4) with 10 worker threads. None of these three measurements fits the overall pattern
because their runtimes are better than expected. For instance, there is absolutely no
difference between the four-slice passes with either three or four threads even though
the latter was able to utilize an additional CPU. My initial assumption was that these
peculiarities arise from random effects during the benchmarks, which is why I consulted
the full measurement logs that contain the runtimes of each individual run and not just
the accumulated average. However, these detailed results, which are shown in figure 5.2a
on page 69, do not indicate such an error. On the contrary, there is almost no variance
among the different runs of each pass at all. Therefore, I can only suspect the PThreads
implementation as the cause of these anomalies.
The measurements of the GCD version are depicted in figure 5.1b and look very similar
to those of the PThreads version. With just above 1 second the minimal runtime is even
better than that of the PThreads version. Unsurprisingly, this optimum performance is
achieved with the maximum number of 100 slices and only with the default configuration
of GCD; that is with no arbitrary restriction on the number of concurrently executing
Blocks.
Most interestingly, the GCD version of Fraktal shows several abnormal results with
four slices (2 × 2) as well. In contrast to the results for the PThreads version, the
runtimes are worse than expected for almost all of these scenarios; two and possibly eight
concurrent Blocks being the exception. Again, the individual results for each run (see
figure 5.2b on page 69) do not indicate random single errors, which makes the PThreads
implementation the most likely source of these anomalies.
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Figure 5.1. Benchmark—Fraktal [L4Re]
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Figure 5.2. Benchmark—Fraktal, Individual Runs [L4Re]
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Nevertheless, the individual runtimes seen in figure 5.2b give an impression of the
highly dynamic and unpredictable overall timing behavior of GCD. While the individual
runtimes for the PThreads version are almost identical (compare figure 5.2a) they vary
significantly with GCD. This effect is even more pronounced with higher limits for
the number of concurrent Blocks. Taking the benchmark pass with 64 slices (8 × 8)
and GCD’s default configuration as an example the minimum runtime is approximately
1 second, whereas the maximum is more than 1.3 seconds which equals a variance of almost
30%. The reasons for this peculiar behavior can be found in the nature of GCD and its
supporting libraries: Blocks that are processed by GCD are handled by three libraries in
total—GCD passes them on to PThread-Workqueue, which uses PThreads to finally run
the Block’s body. This hierarchy presumably allows for more apparently random effects
than the PThreads library alone. In addition, PThread-Workqueue manages its worker
threads dynamically and without any means to predict future performance parameters,
the library will react to changes rather than to expect and prepare for them. Items are
assigned to workers on a random basis (see section 3.5.1). Therefore it is possible that
in one benchmark run the slices are processed by all existent workers (preventing those
workers from becoming idle and being terminated), while in another run some workers
remain idle. The manager will then terminate excess idle worker because it has no way
of knowing that they will be needed again only moments later. PThread-Workqueue
already implements mechanisms to avoid such thrashing (see section 3.5.2.3), but it
cannot be prevented completely.
5.2.3.2. Stockfish
In the Stockfish benchmark tests only a single parameter was modified over the course of
all passes. For the original PThreads-based version this parameter was the (maximum)
number of worker threads available for the search. The parameter for the GCD version
of Stockfish is a byproduct of the application’s remodeling: the split factor, that is the
number of Blocks that are spawned each time the search is split (see section 4.1.3). A
split factor of one indicates that no actual split occurs and the application effectively
runs single-threaded. Please note, that I used an optimized GCD version of Stockfish
which incorporates thread-local storage (see section 4.3.3) for all benchmarks discussed
in this section. In section 5.2.3.3 on page 75 I will also present measurements of the
initial, unoptimized version for comparison.
My benchmarks of Stockfish started out on GNU/Linux because the GCD version
reproducibly froze on L4Re (see section 5.2.1) and it was not possible to conduct even a
single full execution of all benchmark series. Although I was able to run the application
on L4Re later on, I present the data collected on GNU/Linux as well because I deem
these a better representation of the remodeled version’s actual performance. I will
explain my reasons for this assessment in the following two paragraphs when discussing
the respective results.
Results on GNU/Linux The measurement results for the original PThreads implementation (figure 5.3a on page 72) show the expected V-shape: Starting at 4 seconds with a
single thread, additional workers gradually improve the performance until the optimum
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of about 1.4 seconds is reached with four threads. At this point, one thread runs on each
physical CPU core of the system. When more threads are added, the runtime increases
again, up to a maximum of approximately 2 seconds; the same value that is achieved
with two threads. Apparently, with more active workers than CPUs the additional
synchronization dominates as all CPUs are already fully utilized. Remember that all
threads involved in a given split communicate among themselves (quite frequently) via a
single shared data structure, which is protected by a PThreads mutex. In fact, even those
benchmark passes with less than four threads show this overhead as the performance
improvement for additional threads gets smaller and smaller. While the transition from
a single thread (4 seconds) to two threads (2 seconds) halves the runtime, the addition of
a third (1.6 seconds) and fourth thread (1.4 seconds) effect ever smaller improvements.
The values for the GCD version (figure 5.3b on the following page) start out with
a surprise: Running single threaded (i.e., with a split factor of one), the remodeled
application has a runtime of only about 3.7 seconds and is therefore actually faster than
the PThreads version. This effect originates from the more efficient synchronization
mechanisms of the GCD library: Text output to the console, for example, uses the
I/O-Streams of the C++-STL which are not thread-safe. Therefore, Stockfish applies
safe-guards against a concurrent usage in the form of a mutex (PThreads) or a dedicated
Serial Dispatch Queue (GCD). Even with just a single active thread or Block this
protection is in place and affects performance.
Further results are less positive, though. The performance of the remodeled application
is significantly worse than that of its original implementation. Although the runtime
is reduced to approximately 3.1 seconds with a split factor of two, this is already the
optimum value yet far from the 1.4 seconds the PThreads version can offer. Apparently,
the remodeling process disabled essential performance optimizations of Stockfish, some
of which I discussed in section 4.3.3.
With higher split factors the runtime deteriorates even more. The reason for this
behavior is the exponentially growing number of Blocks in existence because each Block
may be split again during the search process. Due to the FIFO property of Dispatch
Queues, larger numbers of Blocks worsen the shift from a depth-first search towards a
breadth-first search and thus diminish the accelerating effects of search optimizations such
as alpha–beta pruning; see also section 4.3.2. At the same time, a large number of active
Blocks results in the blocking of many worker threads. This is due to the suboptimal
design of Stockfish’s GCD version, which potentially blocks a worker each time the
search is split (see section 4.1.3). Even though PThread-Workqueue compensates for
blocked workers by spawning new ones, this reaction takes time and incurs management
overhead. What is worse, a new worker thread starts out with its thread-local caches
empty (see section 4.3.3) and thus is likely to perform much worse than the now-blocked
worker it replaces. Please refer also to section 5.2.3.3 on page 75 in which I explain the
effects of these caches in detail.
A split factor of three causes a disproportional runtime increase. To investigate this
phenomenon further, I once again consulted the full benchmark protocol mentioned in
the previous paragraph and analyzed the individual results of all benchmark runs. These
values are shown in figure 5.4b on the following page and draw quite a different picture.
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Ignoring the spikes for a moment, the early passes show overall lower runtimes and the
results with a split factor of three (which, for reasons unknown, exhibits particularly
many extremely high values) fits the general trend of increasing results.
In addition, figure 5.4b is another good example for the unpredictability of GCD—for
the pass with a split factor of three the minimum (3.4 seconds) and the maximum
(7 seconds) differ by slightly more than 100%. I already discussed this effect and its
origins at the end of section 5.2.3.1 but seeing the same behavior on GNU/Linux backs
my assumption that this is an inherent trait of GCD or at least of the user space port of
its supporting infrastructure. Please note that the PThreads-based version of Stockfish
exhibits only insignificant runtime variations (see figure 5.4a on page 72) because in this
case all of the application’s optimizations work as intended and workers threads are fully
under the control of the application.
Results on L4Re All runtimes measured on L4Re (depicted in figure 5.5 on the
preceding page) are significantly longer than those on GNU/Linux, both for the PThreads
version and the GCD version. The former’s runtime with a single thread is about
8.3 seconds; the optimum value with four concurrent threads is around 5 seconds.
Very similar to the results on GNU/Linux adding a second thread has the greatest
influence on performance—it reduces the runtime from 8.3 seconds to 5.7 seconds—
whereas the third and fourth thread bring only minor improvements (5.2 seconds and
4.9 seconds respectively). When introducing more threads than physical CPUs the
resulting performance degradation is more pronounced this time with the 32-thread pass
(7.4 seconds) being almost at the same level as the single-threaded pass. These results
imply that the PThreads synchronization overhead has a much greater impact on L4Re
than on GNU/Linux. The more detailed results (see figure 5.6a on the previous page)
demonstrate that the variance of individual runs, too, is higher on L4Re because this
time even the PThreads version of Stockfish shows considerable variance.
When the remodeled version of Stockfish finally worked properly on L4Re its measurements were disappointing. In contrast to the Fraktal benchmarks, at which the GCD
version fully matched the original PThreads implementation, the runtimes of Stockfish’s
GCD version are extraordinarily high. Please note that figure 5.5b on the preceding
page, which shows the measurements for the GCD version, uses a logarithmic ordinate!
Interestingly enough, with a split factor of one (i.e., running single threaded) the GCD
implementation (7.8 seconds) is faster than the original PThreads version (8.3 seconds);
the same effect occurred on GNU/Linux. At the moment when the search is actual split
the runtime skyrockets to 80 seconds for a full benchmark pass with a split factor of two,
continues to increase nearly exponentially and hits 590 seconds (close to 10 minutes!)
with 32 Blocks created per split.
Even though the tests with the PThreads version of Stockfish have already established
the inferior performance of L4Re’s PThreads implementation, this alone cannot explain
these devastating results. A much larger contribution originates from my PThreadWorkqueue port which lacks an optimization for the fast replacement of blocked worker
threads as the GNU/Linux port of the library features; see section 3.5.2.3. Due to its
suboptimal remodeling, in which I was forced to use blocking operations as an integral
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part of the search splitting process (see also section 4.2.1), Stockfish constitutes a perfect
pathological example: Once all available workers are blocked it can take up to one
second before the PThread-Workqueue manager spawns an additional worker (compare
section 3.5.2.3). Unfortunately, it is very likely that this new worker will immediately
execute a Block that subsequently tries to split the search again and gets blocked in
the process. Since the manager will never spawn more than one worker per second it
can take quite some time for the situation to normalize. During the benchmarks these
delays were actually visible: all output to the screen stopped for several seconds until
a sufficient number of new workers were available and Stockfish resumed its normal
operation.
In section 5.2.3.3 I present the results of an additional benchmark which I had designed
to confirm that the described situation is indeed the cause of the major performance loss
observed with Stockfish’s GCD version on L4Re.
5.2.3.3. Optimizations
During the evaluation of GCD’s performance I also tested various optimizations, both
for the PThread-Workqueue library on L4Re and on Stockfish, as this application
showed a particularly bad performance. Due to the problems with running the latter
on L4Re (discussed in section 5.2.1) I used Fraktal for my optimization experiments
with PThread-Workqueue while all optimizations of Stockfish’s GCD version had to be
tested on GNU/Linux. Only during the final stages of my work, when Stockfish finally
worked properly on L4Re, I conducted an additional benchmark with the application to
back my assumptions (discussed at the end of section 5.2.3.2) on the origin of its bad
performance on this system.
Worker Thread Migration Normally, the worker threads of the PThread-Workqueue
library are assigned to a CPU when they are created and this relationship never changes
during the worker’s whole lifetime. In section 3.5.3.3 I presented an approach to a more
dynamic assignment that would likely provide a better load balancing among all CPUs.
However, running the Fraktal benchmark with active worker migration (see figure 5.7 on
the following page) did not show any significant change in the measured runtime compared
to the results without migration (see figure 5.1b on page 68). The anomalies discussed
in section 5.2.3.1 are more pronounced when workers migrate between CPUs, which may
indicate that they originate from within the system’s scheduler. More experiments would
be necessary to reliably pin-point the source though.
Dispatch Queue Hierarchy After it became clear that the approach of combining a
Dispatch Queue hierarchy with queue suspension cannot be used to reestablish the
proper depth-first search of Stockfish (see sections 4.2.4 and 4.3.2), I decided to make
the best of the invested work and tried to use the queue hierarchy without suspending
lower-level queues. The official GCD documentation [Incb] does not specify which effect
such a hierarchy has, though. My assumption was that even without suspension the
hierarchy would impose a priority on Blocks according to the level they are dispatched
to. Provided such priorities exist, those Blocks which enter the hierarchy at the level
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“closest to the final queue” would most likely be processed first. To check the validity
of this assumption and possibly assess the overall effect of such a queue hierarchy, I
conducted a benchmark with a version of Stockfish which I had adapted according to
the scheme fully described in section 4.3.2.
As can be seen by comparing figure 5.3b on page 72 and figure 5.9a, there is no clear
result. Whereas the queue hierarchy is apparently beneficial for small split factors, it
increases the variance seen with large split factors and even increases the runtime of the
benchmark pass with 32 Blocks per split (12 seconds instead 8 seconds). It is as though
the hierarchy does indeed have an influence on the order in which Blocks are processed
by GCD but also imposes overhead on its own right, which results in performance losses
when greater numbers of Blocks are used.
Thread-Local Storage As stated at the beginning of section 5.2.3.2, all previously
discussed benchmarks of Stockfish incorporate my first optimization—the introduction of
thread-local storage for the hash tables that cache evaluation results of game positions; see
also section 4.3.3. I decided to keep this optimization in place because the performance
of the GCD version of Stockfish was extraordinarily poor without it. Further benchmarks
would have been much too time-consuming at these performance levels.
Figure 5.9b shows the benchmark results without thread-local storage to give an
impression of the effect. Please note the logarithmic ordinate! A direct comparison with
figure 5.3b on page 72 clearly indicates the massive improvement of up to factor 46 as
seen for the scenario with 32 Blocks per split. Without thread-local storage this particular
pass took almost 370 seconds on average and with the optimization only 8 seconds.
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Enlarged Pool of Standby Workers When discussing the poor performance of Stockfish
on L4Re near the end of section 5.2.3.2, I had speculated that one major cause for
these results was the lack of a special optimization for spawning new workers in the
PThread-Workqueue library. In an attempt to substantiate this claim I conducted an
additional benchmark test for which I manually modified the library to increase the
number of standby workers (see also section 3.5.1) from the current default of two to 200.
This adjustment mitigates the delay caused by blocked workers because (in most cases)
there are enough workers on standby which can immediately replace the blocked ones.
Figure 5.8 on page 76 illustrates the results of this benchmark, which indicate a massive
improvement in direct comparison to the initial measurements (shown in figure 5.5b
on page 73), especially when small split factors are used. Apparently the increased
number of workers is sufficient in these scenarios whereas for higher split factors even
more workers are needed, which causes the familiar delays.
Peculiarly, even the runtime of the single-threaded benchmark pass (split factor
one) improved noticeably from 7.8 seconds to 5.7 seconds with the modified version.
Theoretically my modification of the PThread-Workqueue library should have no influence
on this particular pass at all. On the other hand, Stockfish’s main search is not the
only activity in the remodeled application that uses GCD. There are also management
functions such as the regular checking of the search time (so that a time-limited search
can be stopped).
However, this result suggests that the current setup with just two standby workers
should probably be adapted by increasing the number of such workers. At the very least
the experiment confirms that additional optimization of the PThread-Workqueue port
on L4Re is advisable.

5.2.4. Interpretation
First and foremost, the results of the Fraktal benchmarks prove that my L4Re port
of GCD is able to deliver a comparable performance to PThreads. According to the
tests with Stockfish, however, that situation can change drastically under unfavorable
circumstances. As a matter of fact, the benchmarks with Stockfish only confirmed
what I had already suspected during the remodeling process—the application’s design is
incompatible with the basic paradigm of GCD and this inevitably leads to patchwork
solutions and to unsatisfactory performance.
The particular case of Stockfish turned out to be the worst possible combination of an
application design, whose serial structure forced me to introduce blocking operations
into the GCD version and my PThread-Workqueue implementation which is lacking
an optimization for this exact situation. In addition, Stockfish also showed how big
an impact relatively simple optimization can have. Increasing the number of standby
workers that PThread-Workqueue retains as well as reintroducing thread-local storage
both improved the overall performance of Stockfish by an order of magnitude.
A second important insight concerns the general nature of GCD itself. The detailed
results of all individual benchmarks runs indicate significant runtime variations although
exactly the same application was run. Even though similar behavior occurred with the
PThreads version of Stockfish, the variations were much more pronounced whenever GCD
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was involved. Apparently the library (or more likely the underlying PThread-Workqueue)
introduces highly dynamic and unpredictable timing characteristics into the application
built on it.
In conclusion, the GCD infrastructure I established on L4Re delivers good performance
results for applications that are well suited to the design paradigms of GCD, while it
may severely affect those applications that are not.

5.3. Usability
Aside from efficient use of available hardware resources GCD’s other main objective is to
provide application programmers with a convenient and simple access to concurrency.
I indeed managed to remodel both programs I worked with in such a way that there is
no trace of explicit thread usage left and the one major difference between serial and
concurrent execution of code is simply the employed Dispatch Queue. Blocks offer an
exceptionally concise way to pass functions on to GCD for execution and (automatically)
include all necessary data at the same time. Furthermore, the absence of mutexes
in the restructured parts of the applications make the code more comprehensible and
prevent careless mistakes, such as forgetting an unlock operation. Stockfish, in particular,
employed mutexes to protect the consistency of data structures used concurrently by
its worker threads. As part of the program’s optimizations the corresponding lock and
unlock operations were scattered across multiple screens of source code and even across
multiple source files. This resulted in a type of code that is very hard to comprehend and
very prone to errors. The replacement of mutexes with Serial Queues eliminated these
problems and even improved performance as indicated by the single-threaded benchmark
passes.
On the other hand, the previously described benefits of Blocks are, in fact, not bound
to GCD or even threads. Any program written in C, C++ or Objective-C may utilize
the technology as long as the compiler in question supports it. And while GCD’s
simplifications and automatisms indeed facilitate the developers’ work, they also deprive
them of full control over their applications and involve highly unpredictable timing
behavior. Especially Dispatch Queues, the core concept of GCD, offer only very limited
functionality which can become a problem if there is a need for more advanced semantics
as in the case of Stockfish.
In other words: GCD’s simplicity is the library’s greatest advantage and at the same
time its greatest weakness.
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In this chapter I want to bring this thesis to a close with a short summary of my work
and an overview of loose ends that might be good starting points for follow-up projects.
Furthermore, I will discuss possible options for the direct integration of Grand Central
Dispatch (GCD) into the Fiasco.OC microkernel.

6.1. Summary
Over the course of my thesis, I successfully ported GCD to the L4 runtime environment
(L4Re) by adapting its supporting libraries (chapter 3). In addition, I integrated Block
literals into the build infrastructure of L4Re to allow for convenient use of the technology.
Thanks to this approach, I managed to avoid making substantial changes to GCD itself
(section 5.1), which will facilitate incorporating future updates of this fast-evolving
library.
Considering the intended scope of this work I had to omit most Dispatch Sources,
as porting them would have required considerable modifications of otherwise unrelated
parts of L4Re (section 3.4.2). Even though not the full feature set of GCD is available
on L4Re, the core functionality of the library, most notably Dispatch Queues and the
related features, is fully operational and provides a solid base for experiments with the
technology.
After the porting and integration process was completed, I evaluated the performance
of GCD—in general and for my L4Re port in particular—by restructuring two existent
applications to use GCD instead of POSIX Threads (PThreads) (chapter 4). The results
look promising (section 5.2), especially taking into account that my choice of applications
was not optimal in retrospect as both were heavily optimized for PThreads. However,
one of them turned out to feature an overarching design that is largely incompatible
with the paradigm of GCD, which resulted in severe performance losses (section 5.2.3.2).
One particularly remarkable finding were the extremely unpredictable runtimes of the
GCD-based versions of both applications. Multiple benchmark runs with exactly the
same parameters resulted in vastly different runtimes due to the dynamic nature of the
PThread-Workqueue library and the way it manages its worker threads (sections 3.5
and 5.2.3). Such behavior can become a major problem for time-critical or real-time
applications, whose scheduling requires a precise estimation of their worst case execution
time.
Further optimization is necessary before GCD can be considered a serious match for
PThreads on L4Re in terms of performance. The library does, however, offer substantial
benefits when it comes to usability and the avoidance of careless mistakes.
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6.2. Kernel Integration
There have been proposals to incorporate GCD into the Fiasco microkernel itself; possibly
even as a full replacement for traditional threads. As Blocks are all but completely
handled by the compiler (compare section 3.2) the question of kernel integration does
not arise for them.
From what I have learned over the course of my work, the official GCD library is not
suitable for integration into a microkernel: The library’s source code is very complex,
sparsely documented and subject to frequent changes on account of the ongoing development. These facts were the reason for me to retain KQueue and PThread-Workqueue as
independent libraries on L4Re instead of modifying GCD to incorporate their functionality and use the system’s interface directly (see section 3.3.2). Consequently, I would
advise against merging the library into Fiasco.OC.
A preferable, yet labor-intensive approach is to reimplement and integrate only selected parts of GCD’s core functionality—namely Dispatch Queue and the associated
dispatching framework—into Fiasco.OC. These features would be sufficient to replace
traditional threads as the first class scheduling primitive of the kernel. In contrast to the
full-fledged GCD library, a version reduced to its bare essentials in this manner, is also
compliant with the minimalistic approach of a microkernel (section 2.1.1). Supplementary
features can be provided through a user-space library, which is based on and compatible
with the official release of GCD.
Somewhere in between a full kernel integration of GCD and recreating parts of
its functionality from scratch within the kernel, there is a third option: incorporating
PThread-Workqueue into the system’s scheduler. This library is significantly simpler than
GCD but directly affects the latter’s performance. In addition, changes to the interface
of PThread-Workqueue are much more unlikely than changes to GCD. When managed
by the scheduler—the central CPU coordination facility of the system—adapting the
size of the worker pool to the current system load and available resources becomes
both simpler and more reliable than with the current, indirect solution (section 3.5.2).
Although PThread-Workqueues are much more basic than the Dispatch Queues of GCD,
they too have the potential to completely replace traditional threads and thus preserve
the minimalistic feature set of Fiasco.OC.

6.3. Future Work
My L4Re port of GCD is well suited for experimental use, but for practical application it
lacks features of the official library release as well as performance optimizations for L4Re.
The following ideas focus on these aspects which are the foundations for possible future
works. In general, optimizations of PThread-Workqueue will translate to performance
improvements for applications built on GCD whereas enhancements of KQueue are
required to complete the feature set of the library.
PThread-Workqueue My work was focused on GCD and that is why I concentrated
on porting PThread-Workqueue to L4Re because the library is a requirement
to run GCD in its unmodified form. The optimization of PThread-Workqueue,
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however, was not at the core of my interest. Nevertheless, due to the central role
of the library in regard to the performance of GCD I had to apply some basic
optimization.
It would be interesting to explore this path further and tweak the way the library
assesses system load, adapts the pool of workers and distributes them among
the CPUs of the system (sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3). Aside from the previously
mentioned merge of the library with the system’s scheduler, machine learning is
a promising approach as well. Observing an application’s usage patterns might
permit the library to infer future computational demands of said application.
Using this information, the worker pool manager is able to improve the runtime
adaptation of threads; for example it can raise the number of standyby workers if
new items are expected shortly.
KQueue My current L4Re port of the KQueue library features only those Filters required
for GCD (see section 3.4.2). Nevertheless, additional Filters would be convenient—
especially those that are subsequently accessible through one of GCD’s Dispatch
Sources.
Even Filters/Dispatch Sources that do not seem useful on L4Re can be of interest,
because they could be given new semantics. EVFILT_MACHPORT for example, which
originally monitors Mach ports 1 may be adapted to work with L4Re’s IPC-Gates
instead.
Acquisition of Information Serial Dispatch Queues inherently express dependencies
among the items dispatched to them: When item A follows item B in a Serial
Queue, then B is (indirectly) dependent on A because of the queue’s properties
(see also section 2.4.1). This implicit information can be retrieved and used for
scheduling decision, automatic deadlock detection or the like.
Concurrent Queues, on the other hand, hold information about the inherent
parallelism of an application—both in terms of quantity (“How many items are in
the Queue?”) and temporal variance (“How does this number change during the
runtime of the application?”). By instrumenting the queues, this information can
be extracted, and analyzed to facilitate further optimization.
Block literals, too, have latent potential in this regard. A modified compiler may
be able to extract information about the runtime behavior such as the Block’s
expected (best case/average case/worst case) execution time or the data usage
patterns of the Block’s body. The operating system can then make use of this
extra information at runtime to adjust its scheduling decisions or assign a Block to
a special-purpose processor (such as a GPU). As an alternative to the automated
extraction by the compiler, the required metadata could also be provided by the
developer through annotations on the Block.
1

Mach ports are endpoints for the IPC mechanism of the Mach microkernel. XNU, the kernel of Apple’s
Mac OS X operating system, is partly based on Mach and incorporates Mach IPC as well.
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Enhanced Dispatch Queues Currently there are two types of Dispatch Queues available
in GCD, which differ only in the number of items that are executed in parallel
(see section 2.4.1). This concept can be extended to offer a greater variety of
queues—for example queues that run all their items on a special-purpose processor
or provide automatic replication as a safeguard against hardware failures.
An upgrade of the existing dispatch mechanism would be of interest as well. More
control over the dispatching process, such as the means to insert new queue items
at arbitrary positions of the queue or cancel queued items later on, would allow a
wider range of application for Dispatch Queues.
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Glossary
Block
Block Literal —Non-standard extension to the C programming language family;
introduces the concept of anonymous/lambda functions to these programming
languages
Clang
Compiler frontend for the C programming language family; uses LLVM as backend
and supports Blocks
Dispatch Queue
Central interface of GCD; a work queue that accepts pieces of code (Blocks for
example) and, with the help of an automatically managed thread pool, runs them
in FIFO order
Fraktal
A small multi-threaded application available on L4Re that calculates the Mandelbrot set and, optionally, displays a graphical representation thereof
Grand Central Dispatch
Alternative paradigm for expressing task-level parallelism; centered around the
concept of Dispatch Queues instead of native threads
KQueue
Efficient and highly-scalable event monitoring facility; originally implemented in
the FreeBSD kernel
PThread-Workqueue
Non-standard extension to the PThreads library; provides a kernel-managed thread
that dynamically adapts its set of worker threads to system load
SLOC
Source Lines of Code—Metric used to measure the code size of software; all
figures in this work were generated using David A. Wheeler’s “SLOCCount”
(http://www.dwheeler.com/sloccount/)
Stockfish
An open source chess engine, released under the GPLv3 license

i

Acronyms
AI artificial intelligence
DSP digital signal processor
FIFO first-in, first-out
FPGA field-programmable gate array
GCC GNU compiler collection
GCD Grand Central Dispatch
GPU graphics processing unit
HPC high-performance computing
L4Re L4 runtime environment
LLVM Low Level Virtual Machine
MPI message passing interface
Open MP Open Multi-Processing
POSIX Portable Operating System Interface
PThreads POSIX Threads
RAII resource acquisition is initialization
SIMD single instruction, multiple data
SSE streaming SIMD extensions
STL Standard Template Library
TBB Intel Threading Building Blocks
TCB trusted computing base
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1
2
3
4
8
10
12
∞
1
2
3
4
8
10
12
∞
1
2
3
4
8
10
12
∞

Blocks

3,613
2,154
1,647
1,636
1,431
1,390
1,226
1,103
3,546
2,125
1,616
1,721
1,363
1,267
1,284
1,020
3,615
2,176
1,623
1,632
1,423
1,383
1,340
994

Minimum

3,615
2,176
1,701
1,783
1,525
1,598
1,338
1,170
3,548
2,147
1,632
1,912
1,436
1,375
1,517
1,350
3,616
2,177
1,636
1,868
1,468
1,444
1,404
1,070

Maximum

3,614
2,163
1,667
1,675
1,481
1,467
1,292
1,131
3,547
2,135
1,621
1,800
1,405
1,326
1,338
1,179
3,616
2,176
1,627
1,700
1,451
1,409
1,380
1,041

Average

Table A.3. Primary Data—Fraktal, GCD Version [L4Re]

viii

ix

1
2
3
4
8
10
12
∞
1
2
3
4
8
10
12
∞
1
2
3
4
8
10
12
∞

1×1
1×1
1×1
1×1
1×1
1×1
1×1
1×1
2×2
2×2
2×2
2×2
2×2
2×2
2×2
2×2
4×4
4×4
4×4
4×4
4×4
4×4
4×4
4×4
3,624
3,625
3,625
3,624
3,624
3,625
3,624
3,624
3,622
2,256
2,261
2,044
1,671
1,630
1,677
1,587
3,596
2,173
1,817
1,644
1,395
1,281
1,313
1,225

Minimum
3,638
3,635
3,629
3,639
3,638
3,642
3,640
3,638
3,633
3,105
2,443
2,193
1,913
1,849
1,954
2,038
3,605
2,209
2,069
2,088
1,518
1,539
1,537
1,362

Maximum
3,629
3,627
3,627
3,631
3,627
3,627
3,630
3,629
3,625
2,814
2,343
2,141
1,774
1,732
1,769
1,768
3,600
2,199
1,944
1,868
1,461
1,393
1,388
1,273

Average
6×6
6×6
6×6
6×6
6×6
6×6
6×6
6×6
8×8
8×8
8×8
8×8
8×8
8×8
8×8
8×8
10 × 10
10 × 10
10 × 10
10 × 10
10 × 10
10 × 10
10 × 10
10 × 10

Slices
1
2
3
4
8
10
12
∞
1
2
3
4
8
10
12
∞
1
2
3
4
8
10
12
∞

Blocks
3,615
2,130
1,792
1,761
1,415
1,340
1,233
1,086
3,549
2,069
1,757
1,579
1,427
1,248
1,330
1,029
3,619
2,095
1,764
1,731
1,437
1,365
1,379
1,015

Minimum
3,623
2,197
2,036
1,953
1,638
1,419
1,463
1,178
3,560
2,138
1,939
1,933
1,614
1,570
1,394
1,131
3,630
2,176
1,999
1,847
1,710
1,539
1,525
1,077

Maximum

Table A.4. Primary Data—Fraktal, GCD Version with Worker Migration [L4Re]

Blocks

Slices
3,619
2,165
1,894
1,845
1,510
1,387
1,329
1,120
3,554
2,099
1,841
1,737
1,499
1,410
1,355
1,079
3,623
2,134
1,860
1,784
1,545
1,451
1,441
1,042

Average

A. Raw Benchmark Data

Threads

Minimum

Maximum

Average

Blocks

Minimum

Maximum

Average

1
2
3
4
8
16
32

4,020
1,934
1,465
1,234
1,488
1,856
1,906

4,139
2,311
1,838
1,599
2,231
2,146
2,412

4,035
2,084
1,607
1,420
1,677
1,947
2,113

1
2
3
4
8
16
32

3,673
2,677
3,415
3,795
4,421
5,706
6,714

3,677
3,832
6,956
4,542
5,096
7,013
9,269

3,675
3,089
4,247
4,151
4,721
6,164
7,965

(a) PThreads Version

(b) PThreads Version

Table A.5. Primary Data—Stockfish [GNU/Linux]
Threads

Minimum

Maximum

Average

Blocks

Minimum

Maximum

Average

1
2
3
4
8
16
32

8,311
5,450
4,907
4,833
5,306
6,057
7,041

8,316
5,962
5,395
5,117
5,779
6,691
8,071

8,314
5,718
5,153
4,942
5,482
6,419
7,441

1
2
3
4
8
16
32

7,762
55,753
120,264
163,998
250,066
424,063
468,285

7,766
117,459
202,996
300,619
401,166
552,422
772,546

7,764
80,135
158,038
224,793
330,666
488,155
588,293

(a) PThreads Version

(b) PThreads Version

Table A.6. Primary Data—Stockfish [L4Re]
Blocks

Minimum

Maximum

Average

Blocks

Minimum

Maximum

Average

1
2
3
4
8
16
32

3,746
2,356
2,499
2,458
3,159
3,787
5,098

3,979
3,385
5,231
4,507
6,259
17,490
64,562

3,771
2,743
3,192
3,383
3,915
5,734
11,902

1
2
3
4
8
16
32

16,833
12,512
22,803
27,693
52,029
110,925
208,242

16,936
20,973
49,741
88,092
271,172
326,576
585,088

16,915
15,333
41,484
53,093
146,935
211,622
368,139

(a) With Dispatch Queue Hierarchy

(b) With Dispatch Queue Hierarchy

Table A.7. Primary Data—Stockfish, GCD Version, Optimizations [GNU/Linux]
Blocks

Minimum

Maximum

Average

1
2
3
4
8
16
32

5,124
7,184
9,265
10,113
12,204
21,566
48,892

10,056
25,951
22,781
24,235
28,813
49,655
84,037

5,679
10,870
12,652
15,997
20,166
33,528
69,165

Table A.8. Primary Data—Stockfish, GCD Version, 200 Standby Workers [L4Re]
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